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United Press International

In Our 90th Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, September 3, 1969

10* Per Copy

Persons Are Fined
In The City Court
Of Judge Jake Dunn

Seen&Heard Mrs. Kimbro
Passes Away
Around
Murray

Several persons were charged, entered pleas of guilty, and
were fined in the City Court of
City Judge William H. (Jake)
Dunn during the past week. Records show the following occurred:
S. E. Treas, speeding, fined
$15.00 costs $4.50.
Wilson Bros. Trucking Company, overweight on tandum
axle, fined $5000 costs $4.50.
J. D. Cochran, reckless driving, fined $20.00 costs $4.50.
E. H. Roberts, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reckless driving, fined $100.00 costs
$4.50.
R. G. Mohler, improper passing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Dick Payne, driving without
operator's license, fined $15.00
costs $4.50.
Audie Turner, public drunkenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
S. R. Washam, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reek
cost
less driving, fined
$4.50.
Paul Latham, public drum
kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4
50.
H. L. Barr, driving while in
toxicated, amended to reckles
driving, fined $100.00 costs $4.50.
D. D. Garland, driving without operator's license, fined
$15.00 costs $4.50.
J. K. Owens, driving on revoked license, fined $20.00.costs
$4.50.
T. G. Cole, disregarding stop
sign, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
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Mobile Home Is Destroyed By
Fire Late Tuesday Evening

Mrs. Edmon (Elaine) Kimbro
Fire destroyed the trailer
of Oak Ridge, Tenn., daughter
home of the Gene Scruggs famof Ike Burton of Murray, died
ily on Murray Route One yesare Monday at 11:15 p. m. at the
Edmund Burke—Men
terday evening. The Murray
M
liberty
civil
qualified for
hospital at Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Rescue Squad fire truck reexact proportion to their dis- Her death followed an extendto the call but they
sponded
position to put chains upon their ed illness.
A two car collision occurred were summonded too late to
appetites; in proportion as their
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at six p.m. on Chest- save any of the contents of the
love of justice is above their Thursday afternoon at Oak
nut Street in front of the Dixie- mobile home.
rapacity; in proportion as their Ridge, Tenn., with the funeral
land Shopping Center, accordNo Chi Minh
Mr. and Mrs. Scruggs and
soundness and sobriety of un- home there in charge of the
ing to the investigating report sons Kevin, 8. and Jimmy, 9
erstanding is above their vanity arrangements.
filed by the officers of the Mur- were home when the fire surgand presumption; in proportion
Mrs. Kimbro is survived by
ray Police Department. No in- ed out of a back bedroom, forcas they are more disposed to her husband, Edmon Kimbro
juries were reported.
ing them to flee quickly. Neighlisten to the counsels od the of Oak Ridge, Tenn.; father,
Cars involved were a 1967 bors called the Murray Fire
wise and good, in preference to Ike Burton of Murray; two
Ford two door hardtop owned Department which in rim call
the flattery of knaves. Society daughters, Mrs. Woody Adams
by Kenneth E. Young and dri- ed the Rescue Squad about
cannot exist unless a controlling of Cocoa Beach, Fla., and Mrs.
ven by Daniel A. Young of 7:45.
power upon the will and appe- Jim Hinson of Nashville, Tenn.;
Fairfield, Ill., and a Dodge four
The fire truck extinguished
tite is placed somewhere; and one son, Eddie Kimbro of Knoxdoor driven by Alpha McGough the remains of the trailer
the less of it there is within, ville, Tenn.; five grandehildren.
AT PURDUE UNIVERSITY—Jimmy D. Lamb, Route 1, Murray, McNutt of 1618 Olive Street, which was owned by Ray Ross,
the more must be of it without.
Other survivors are her para plumbing aprrentice and a member of Local 184, United As- Murray.
who lives nearby.
SOUTHERLAND
It is ordained in the eternal ents-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Char- By DANIEL
Young was going east on
sociation of Journeymen and Apprentices of the Plumbing and
There was an unconfirmed
SAIGON (UPI) — Ho Chi
constitution of things, that men lie Kimbro of Murray; three
left
Pipe Fitting Industry of the United States and Canada, is shown Chestnut Street making a
that Scruggs had a large
report
condition
grave
in
was
Minh
of intemperate habits cannot sisters, Mrs. Burtis Edwards and
with Jerome 0. Hendrickson, executive vice president, Cast Iron turn onto the parking lot of the amount of cash on hand which
death,
near
be free. Their passions forge Mrs. Ruby Lassiter of Murray today, apparently
Center. was lost in the blaze.
Shopping
il Pipe Institute, at the joint caulking project of the 16th An- Dixieland
their fetters".
and Mrs. Eulala Elkins of Mem- from an undisclosed ailment reby the Unit- Mrs. McNutt was going east on
conducted
was
event
al
The
Contest.
Apprentice
The Rescue Squad was callphis, Term.; three brothers, quiring round-the-clock care,
ed Association on August 10-15, at Purdue University, West La- Chestnut, attempting to pass ed to a fire Monday in the exsaid.
Radio
"And what kind of pictures Kelly and Otho Burton of Mur- Hanoi
the Young car and another car treme northwest section of the
-layette, Indiana.
First word of the 79-year-old
have you been taking", demand- ray and John R. Burton of Cobetween the Young and McNutt county when a burning barn
ed the suspicious wife, "thet oge Park, California; several North Vietnamese president's
cars, according to the police re threatened the home of Homillness came Tuesday on the
have to be developed in the nieces and nephews.
port.
er Chester, Route One, Kirksey.
24th anniversary of his declaradark".
RESERVED SEATS
The McNutt car hit the Squad members responded to
tion of Vietnam's independence
Young car in the left rear end the call but the fire truck was
from France.
Fellow says he is very punctHead Coach Ty Holland of
while attempting to pass, the forced to stay back because of
Minh's
Chi
Ho
"President
ual, he buys everything on
Murray High School announreport said.
police
unsafe bridges, a squad memcondition is not stable. His illtime.
ced today that eighty more
Damage to the Young car ber said. The home was not
ness is developing end somereserve seats will be placed
was on the left rear end and damaged. .
what grave," said a Hanoi RadRudolph Thurmond in this
on sale beginning today.
and to the MaNutt car
bumper
Funeral services for Mrs. io communique in Vietnamese
week. First time we've seen him
Those interested in obtaining
on the front-end.
in some time. He is looking Jenny Coleman Humphreys of at 8 a.m. Hanoi time.
a reserved seat for Murray
Earlier reports Tuesday from
well. -Rudolph ran the Economy 807 North 18th Street will be
High Tiger home games may
Grocery for years on east Main held Thursday at two p.m. at the radio and from North Vietcall 7534363 or 753-5202.
where Federal Savings and the chapel of the Blalock-Cole- namese diplomats in Paris said
man Funeral Home with Dr. H. Ho had been sick for -the past
Loan is now located.
C. Chiles and Rev. Loyd Wil- few weeks" and "professors and
"
doctors have been administer-lays he has not been carti niag son officiating.
Pallbearers will be Jamie ing to him day and night."
In some time.
Mrs. Evie Belle Mansfield,
Everett Dirksen
Last Public Appaarancit
Trevathan, Shannon Ellis, Jermother of Paul Mansfield of
Saw our first Praying Mantis ry Bowden, Charles Johnson, The scraggly bearded Ho a latMurray, will be buried today
of the year yesterday. He was Charles Caldwell, and Houston est reported public appearance
at the Brownsville Cemetery
Mrs. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
By DAVID HASKELL
tat
the
during
stationed on the Cypress tree Carrico.
was in February
near Hickman following funI present the program on
waiting for dinner to come by. Interment will be in the lunar new year celebrations in
eral services at 2:30 p.m. at the
rdens of Greece" at the
BOSTON ievu — The inquest
Murray Memorial Gardens with Hanoi. Official photos of that
Chaney Funeral Home, Hick- into the death of Mary Jo Koetbag of the Garden DoanThe Mantis was worshiped by the arrangements by the Bla- occasion showed him smiling
man, 7orith Rev Barsiee- Hol- pechne in Sen Edward M. Kene! the Murray WOmait'S
ancients because of hits leelt-Cedernan
Home and dancing with children.
of Union City, Tenn., of- nedy's car won't be held for at
land
to
be
held
on
Thursday,
internatima
' •rig appearance. He catch- where friends may call.
Lionel Hampton,
By STEVE GERSTEL
Ho did not appear in indeficiating.
4,
at
at
m.
September
p.
1:30
least a month.
es flies and other insects and
Mrs. Humphreys, age 48, died pendence day celebrations Tues- ally-acclaimed vibraharp playThe deceased was the widow
Associate Aistice Paul C.
—
(UPI)
WASHINGTON
eats them like they are ham- Tuesday at five a.m. at the Uni- day. A Japanese correspondent er and band leader, will ap- the club house.
She Peardon of the Massachusetts
Mansfield.
Noah
late
the
of
Greece
in
m.
lived
speaker
p
Dirksen,
The
7:30
M.
at
Everett
concert
Sen.
burgers. Holds them with his versity of Kentucky Medical reported from Hanoi today that pear in a
County Supreme Court granted a petihand and just chomps away. Center, Lexington. She was a all festivities connected with next Friday in the tent audit- for several years while her hus- was reported making excellent was a native of Fulton
and a member of Church of tion from Kennedy's lawyers
member of the First Baptist the occasion had been canceled. orium during the Fulton Ban- band was serving in the min- progress today in recovery from
istry there. Mrs. Dewey Rags- a delicate operation for remo- Jesus Christ. She died at noon Tuesday for a restraining ordSpider Lilies are through bloom- Church.
A lifelong revolutionary, Ho ana Festival.
Louisof
dale is the program chairman val of an apparently cancerous Friday at the Obion County er blocking the inquest until
ing.
Hampton, a native
Survivors are her husband, founded the Communist party
Hospital, Union City, Tenn.
the case can be "finally deterlung tumor.
D. T. (Buddy) Humphreys of in Vietnam and led his Viet ville, has been a guest star on for the day.
Survivors are five sons, Paul mined" by the court.
A complete terrapin shell found Murray; father and stepmoth- Minh to victory over France in many major television pro-- Mrs. Clifton Key will give
Doctors said he was consri.
District Court Judge James
in the woods with its occupant er, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Cole- 1954 in the French - Indochina grams, recorded for almost the devotion. Hostesses will be ous and was visited by his wife of Murray, Cletus of Hickman,
Elmer of South Fulton, Tenn , A. Boyle today formally susMorBrandon,
Gene
departed some time ago. The man of Murray Route Five; two War, ending 70 years of French every major and almost every 'desdames
Reed
Walter
this morning at
Al- pended the scheduled inquest
entire carapace in place with daughters, Mrs. Bill (Genevieve) Colonial rule.
minor label, and appeared in rison Galloway, C. Wesley Wal- Army Medical Center. The oper- Ancil of Chicago. Ill., and
daugh- into the death of Mary Jo Koone
Mo.;
Dickson,
of
vie
Guy
and
Windsor,
E.
V.
drop,
perhas
the two under shells still at- Adams, Jr., of Lexington and
He
films.
of
Diplomatic observers in Sai- dozens
ation was performed there ter, Mrs. Geneta Keith of Hick- pectine, as ordered by the Mastached. Nothing but a few small Mrs. Larry (Cindy) Ragsdale of gon said it was likely a four- formed in clubs, concert halls Billington.
Tuesday morning.
man; brother, Elmer Calhoun sachusetts Supreme Court.
bones, leg bones, on the inside Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Rex man council of Ho's top aides and colleges and in special pro- Officers of th3 department
Dirksen, 73, is breathing with of Hickman; sister, Mrs. Allie
Miss Kopechne was killed
of the shell.
StatUnited
the
over
all
grams
(Ode) Diuguid and Mrs. Ora were in control of the nation,
are Mrs. Brandon, chairman, "respiratory
acassistance,"
grand24
of
a car driven by Kennedy
Cochran
Hickman;
when
Lee Farris of Murray; one bro- with no changes expected in es and in 22 foreign countries. Mrs. Humphreys Key, vice- cording to a medical statement
children; 19 great grandchil- plunged off an unguarded woodThe carapace is the backbone ther, Loman Coleman of High- Ho's war or peace policies.
He began playing the drums chairman, Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk.,
issued through his office. He is dren.
en bridge at about midnight
in the terrapin. The one we land Park, Mich.
in the Chicago Defender's News- second vice, Mrs. John J. LiveFour Aides Listed
"intensive
normal
undergoing
July 18 and overturned. in a
Back.
Diamond
his
a
found
found is
say, secretary, Mrs. R. L. Bow- post operative surgical care,"
The diplomats listed the four boys Band and then
pond on Chappaquiddick
tidal
aides as Premier Pham Van first job with a teen-age band den, treasurer, and Mrs. W. B. it added.
Island, just off Martha's. Vinehe
After
Several things wear their skeleHite.
Les
by
formed
chaplain.
Graves,
Dong, Defense Minister Nguyen
yard.
ton on. the outside instead of
The statement said a nodule
Vo Giap, Secretary General Le graduated from high school, he The program committee as
Reardon, a tall, gaunt jurist
The
right
people.
Dirksen's
where
Angeles
from
Los
to
went
on the inside like
removed
party
Duan of the Communist
composed of Mrs. Humhpreys
who authored a report on presscentimeters
two
him
Grasshopper for instance and
discovered
measured
Goodman
Benny
lung
and Chairman Truong Chinh of
Key, Mrs. Clifton Key, Mrs.
bar guidelines, listened for avarious and sundry beetles, the
little less than an inch —
and he became a part of the
(UPI) — Sear- the national assembly.
Melugin, Mrs. Brandon, — a
JERUSALEM
Noel
55 minutes to arguments
bout
SoftWomen's
Armadillo.
The Murray
Crab and the
in diameter.
Ho's peace negotiators in Benny Goodman quintet.
chers have found the automoand Mrs. Livesay.
lat- ball team lost both games in from a lawyer for the senator
disclose
will
num
a
with
played
Pathologists
Hampton
and then one for the judge
bile abandoned by James A Paris telephoned all major
On. advantage to having your
ber of nationally-known bands Other committees are Mrs. er today a "final evaluation" the Kentucky State Tournament
Pike, former episcopal bishop Lews agencies simultaneously
before issuing the temporary
Murray
The
Lexington.
that
Dewey
was
Mrs.
cangrowth
in
is
inside
and
Miller
with
held
Kenton
skeleton on the
of whether the
who vanished Tuesday night to announce his and made his first movie
order.
California,
restraining
of
KenWestern
you are softer on the outside. Tuesday in the Judean desert, illness. They refused comment Louis Armstrong. He also be- Ragsdale, finance; Mesdames J. cerous, the statement said. Un- team represented
State Atty. Gen. Robert H.
Lenvel Yates, Freed ited Press International learn- tucky at the state tournament.
of
Young,
W.
"king
the
known
the
as
came
However if your skeleton is on
police said today. There was no after reading an official comManagers for the team said Quinn, whose office represented
vibnaharp" as well as the Cotham, Carney Hendon, Hugh ed from other sources that the
the outside, you are softer on trace of Pike.
munique.
and
Murray team played excel- Boyle, said it would take "at
the
Houston, E. S. Ferguson,
drums.
tumor was cancerous.
the inside. But who cares.
least two weeks to prepare for
The statement said: "Over
2-hour oper- lent ball in both games. They
1
James Weatherly, Christmas The dangerous, 3/
virtwon
A map belonging to the conhas
he
1936,
Since
argument." Court officials said
the past few weeks, President
Shelby
to
game
first
the
Ginlost
Fred
with
Mesdames
connected
decorating;
honot
was
been
Over the past few days we at- troversial 56-year-old church.
poll,
ually
music
ation
every
it then would have to be placed
Ho Chi Minh has not been well.
nored with two college doctora- gles, Vandal Wrather, Leonard "chronic heart and lung pro- County Food Giants with the on the court schedule for Octended a Japanese dinner which man was discovered near the
has
state
been
and
party
Our
Stone
Sue
five.
to
tes, been given a stateshood a- Vaughn, and George Hart, blems" which have plagued the score of eight
was smackin good, then we at- car in which he and his third
tober, meaning a one-month deconcentrating all capabilities to
ward in Israel, made an am- Christmas home decorations. Senate Republican leader for pitched a tremendous game and lay in the start of the inquest.
tended a Lasagna dinner at wife, Diane, 31, were riding on
of
A
him.
collective
for
care
team
the
led
Powers
Hunt
Ann
the
stateto
This
Bethlehem
Lasagna.
today's
a drive from
several years,
bassador of goodwill by the
which we ate
Reardon said a "number of
professors and doctors have
Also named was Mrs. L. J.
with three hits.
said.
also a treat for the taste
a
(Continued on Page light) been administering to him day U.S. State Department, and
publicity; Mesdames R. ment
rtin,
In the last game Murray lost grave constitutional questions"
"noted
was
nodule
the
said
It
served as grand bandmaster of
buds. Eating is one of our prihad to be answered in connecand night. We hereby inform
L. Ward, Linton Clanton, Will
the Elks. He has helped to raase Rose, J. Edgar Price, and IL in the right upper, lung field" to Duvall's of Glasgow four to tion with ground rules for the
mary hobbies, the only thing
his
of
condithe
population
Duvall's
held
Murray
three.
millions of dollars for various
when Dirksen went into the
we turn up our nose at is egginquest laid drawn by Boyle.
tion."
Ed Christian, telephone; Mrs.
causes.
hospital for a checkup in scoreless until the sixth innplant and beets.
It was learned Kennedy's
Dick Sykes and Mrs. Harold
Known as Uncle Ho to his
in
two
the
scored
they
but
ing,
Fulton
at
Hampton's concert
lawyers handed the Massachufriendship, Mrs. G. August.
Douglass,
people,
the
populpresident's
seventh.
the
in
two
and
sixth
will be a feature of Governor's
Sources told UPI the operaMore people today carry around
setts Democrat what amounted
B. Scott, parliamentarian; Mesarity and prestige in North Day which will
UsitodSr... Itaterseglosaal
open with cere- dames Robert Hendon, Guy tion, performed by a surgical Sue Stone was the pitcher for to an ultimatum that he fight
a chip on the shoulder than we
Vietnam
have
reapparently
was
Carrico
Sylvia
game.
this
Col.
by
Alan
R.
Amerheaded
at
team
remember.
monies
of
the
Avenue
can ever
to protest his rights-- and even
Billington, Leonard Vaughn,
mained undiminished despite icas. The
governor's luncheon and J. B. Wilson, yard of the Hapeman, was highly delicate the catcher for both games.
if he wanted to get the inquest
his
advancing
age
and
despite
coaches
players
exand
The
Considerable cloudiness with
will take place at noon at the
Coth- because Dirksen's heart was pressed their thanks to the over with, he should fight the
Freed
Mesdames
month;
his
the
hardships
ambitions
chance of showers and thundHoliday Inn with Governor
and Fred twice normal size — apparently Bank of Murray and Peoples ground rules to protect other
ershowers and not much change have imposed on the North Loaie Nunn of Kentucky as the am, James Hamilton,
because of a long-standing batindividuals in future inquests.
nominating.
Gingles,
in temperatures today and Vietnamese.
principal speaker.
tle against the ravages of em- Bank for sponsoring the teams.
Boyle said last week lawyers
wad
was
They
it
great
a
trip
Thursday. High today in the
physema.
would be permitted in the
The Methodist Men and the
and
go
thertiOpe
to
back
next
80s, low tonight in 60s to low
President Nixon was informcourtroom during the inquest
Women's Society of Christian
70s, high Thursday in the 80s.
ed in advance of the operation year. with more experience to only to act as advisers—with
Service of the Bethel, Brooks
go
in
further
the
tournament
Probability of measurable rain
and telephoned goodluck wishChapel, and Independence UnitPlayers were Sue Stone, Joan no power to crnss examine wit40 per cent.
es to Dirksen at the hospital
ed Methodist Churches will
Woods,
Lana Woods, Bessie nesses. Kennedy's lawyers claim
The Blood River Baptist As- Monday ni4ht.
such a decision deprives the
The Murray Police Depart•
meet Thursday, September 4,
Perry,
Devene
Perry, Carolyn
autnorities from sociation YWA officers workJuvenile
UPI was told; "The question
senator of his constitutional
early
roadblock
a
up
set
at 7:30 p.m. at the Independ
ment
LAKE DATA
Misr shop will be held Thursday, was whether they would operrights to cross-examine witnes
(Continued on Page Eight)
this morning and ten persons Nashville, Tenn., came to
ence church.
return the September 4. at the First Bap- ate or treat it the tumor with
to
yesterday
ray
ses, present evidence and corn.
pothe
to
according
cited,
were
Dr. F. M. Mayfield of Har358.0,
a.m.
7
Kentucky Lake:
two juveniles from that arei tist Church, Murray, from 7:30 radiology. Apparently they de
,
pel witnesses to testify.
din will be the guest speaker no change.
lice.
Saturday to 9:30 p.m.
tided it was serious enough to
Seven persons were cited for who were arrested on
All members are urged to atfor "grand larceny of an autorisk the operation."
tend. Refreshments will be
Below dam 301.5, down 0.3, not having a city auto sticker
Miss Carol Barrow, associatmobile".
licand three for no operator's
served at the close of the meet- no gates open.
ions] YWA president, will lead
ense in the road block today.
ing.
Sheriff Fannie Stubblefield the presidents' conference. The
NOW YOU KNOW
The Almo Elementary School
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 356.0, Yesterday one person was cited and the Murray Police Depart- study activities conference will
Parent-Teacher Association will
licprivilege
a
having
not
for
change.
no
the
after
ment
-rest
a.
the
made
FulkerADAMS REUNION
be led by Mrs. M. W.
by United rress international hold its first meeting of the
The Murray TOPS Club wil
ense.
juveniles allegedly stole a 1969 son and the mission action conThe Hammond organ, widely school year on Monday, Sep- have a rummage sale at the
The police were called to the Mustang.
Below dam 302.5 up 0.3.
by Mrs. Edgar Shirley. •
ference
used today, produces its tones tember 8, at two p.m at the American ,.Legion Hall on Sat
Murray High School Tuesday
The Adams family reunion
The workshop is open for all by rotating discs in an electro- school.
urday, September 6, from seven
The Sheriff's office said that
morning to investigate a breakSunrise 629; sunset 7:23.
will be held Sunday, Septema.m, to one p.m.
in there. It was reported that the Nashville 'authorities said members of the YWA. Mrs. magnetic field thus differing
ber 7, at the City Park. A bas
Mrs Jerry Starkc. president,the door was removed to the two juveniles had stolen fifty- Crawford Ray, associated dir- from the ordinary pipe organ
Moon rises 11:19 p.m.
ket. lunch will be served at
Officer; pt inc club urge the
seven cars in the general area ector, urges all YWA gtrls to which achieves its sounds by urges all parents to attend the
- - - noon. All Adams' relative ire
public to attend.
vibrating columns of air.
attend.
of Nashville, Tenn.
meeting.
(Continued eh Page Eight)

Ho Chi Minh
Is Reported
Gravely 1[11

No One Injured In
Traffic Collision
On Chestnut Street
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Mrs. Humphreys'
Funeral Services
To Be On Thursday

Mrs. Dodson, Jr.
L Hampton iSpaker
For Garden
Ipepartment Meeting
Will Appear,
Dirksen Is Making
Excellent Progress
Banana Fest
According to Report
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Paul Mansfield's
Mother Succumbs
At Union City

Inquest Is
Delaypd In
Kennedy Case

Funeral

Murray Team Loses
Both Games In
State Tourney

Searchers Find Car
Of James A. Pike

WEATHER REPORT

Methodist Men And
WSCS Plans Meet

Ten Persons Cited
By Police Today

Juveniles Returned YWA Workshop To
To Nashville, Tenn. Be Held Thursday

Almo School PTA
Meets On Monday

Murray TOPS Club
To Hold Sale
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
JAIdES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLJBHEFt

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best
Interest of our readers.

bei.

Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranambie
tcaa as
Second Clam Matter
IHTBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e,
per
Month $1.53. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per
year, $5.50:
Ulm 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $18.00. All service subscript
ions $8.00.
"The Outstanding, Civic Meet el a CAssamsaity is the
latagrity et Its Newspaper"

WEDNESDAY - SEPTEMBER 3. 1969

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS
INTERNATIONAL

SAIGON - Radio Hanoi, announcing that North Vietnamese President Ho Ctti Minh is gravely ill:
"Our cbctors are doing all they can to care for him. Our party
and state consider the task of curing his illness as an important
and urgent task at present."

BOSTON - Attorney Edward B. Hanify, arguing that the proposed
inquest on Mary Jo Kopechne is potentially prejudicial to his client,
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy:
"There is an effort to Lind some conduct of my client over and
above the charge of leaving the scene of an accident to which he
pleaded guilty."

STATE SKEET CHAMPS -Eight individual
$titte skeet shooting champions were
&awned Saturday and Sunday at the
Kentucky State Skeet Championships at the
Jackson Purchase Gun Club. A record 163
entries participated In this year's state
championships. State champions pictured
are: left to right, Curtis Kazoo, Ashland,
president of the KSSA and winner of the
.12-gauge championship; Mrs. Hilda Evans_

SANTA BARBARA, Calif. - Mrs. Pearl Chambers, expressm.:
hope that her son, ex-Bishop James A. Pike, will soon be found:
"I understand they'd given up hope for my son but I can't reconcile myself to it. I'm hoping andpraying I'll hear something more."

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

LEDGER & TIMES FILE

The home of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. McCord at 40'7 North
6th Street
was completely destroyed by fire on Septeniber 1.
Word has been received of the death of Miss Dorothy
Winchester, Ind., former nurse at Murray Hospital and in Fields oi
the office
af Dr. A. D. Butterworth.
Edgar Shirley , formerly of Louisville, has purchase
Florist on North 4th Street and the business will now d Woods
be known
as Shirley Florist.
First place in the Ledger & Times fishing contest
which
on August 31 was won by Mrs. Dan Hutson. Mrs. E. S. closed
Diuguid
won second prize.
Marjorie J. Palmquist will receive a doctor of
philosophy degree from Ohio State University.

ARMY LT. EUGENE SHURTZ
(above, Cedartown, Iowa,
was acting cram-nal:der of
battle-riddled Alpha Company in South Vietnam when
five GIs balked at going
back into action. They finally went, however. Shurtz
was given a new assignment.

Business
Briefs
Indian Exports
At a Record
NEW DELHI (UPI) -- India's
exports during the past year
hit
a
record
level
of
$1,804,600,000 (b). The figure
was higher by 5.3 per cent than
the
earlier
record
of
$1,714,900,000 (b) recorded it
1964-65.
* * *

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Bless them that curse you, and pray for them that despitefully
use you. - Luke 6:28,
The best way to overcome an enemy is to be a friend to him.
Texas Broilers
Set a Record
AUSTIN, Tex.(UPI) - Commercial broiler producers in Texas sold more than 168,300,000
(m) chicks during 1968, a state
record, ccording to the Texas
Crop and Livestock Reporting
Service. The state ranked seventh in the United States in
the number of chicks placed.
•• *

Nepal Agreenient
With Red China
KATMANDU (UPI) - Nepal
will import communist Chinese
goods valued at $2.6 million
during 1969, according to an
agreement signed between Nepal's state-owned National Trading, Ltd., and the state corporation of communist China.
Proceeds from sale of the
Chinese goods will be used to
finance Ifiiiinese-aided projects
in Nepal.
• * *

Hawaiian Food
Prices High
HONOLULU (UPI) - Food
costs in Hawaii run from 15
to 20 per cent higher than those
on the West Coast, according
ja the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics,

No Inflation
In Paper Clips
OAKVILLE, Conn. (UPI) Inflation may be a national
nightmare, but paper clip buyers aren't losing any sleep over
it.
"The 10 billion paper clips
sold yearly in the United States
cost about 10 cents a hundred
retail, only a 1 per cent per
year increase over the past 10
years," says Joseph S. Stevens,
vice president of Scovill's Oakville division, producer of office
products. He said today's price
is so low "we even sell paper
clips to the Japanese."

Ashland, repaid winner of the state Ladies
Championship; Joe O'Donley, Paducah,
winner of the All-Around title; D. L. Cool,
Louisville, state .20-gauge champ; and Al
Lindsey, 9., Mayfield, winner of the state
Seniors Division title. Not pictured are Ted
Hatfield, Louisville, .410-eau9e champ, and
Johnny Barlow, Calvert City, Juniors titlist
O'Donley also won the state .28-gauge title
photo by Joe Hayden

Joe O'Donley Wins State Skeet
All-Around Championship In
Record Field Of 163 Shooters

WASHINGTON - Sen. Wallace F. Bennett, R-Utah , reporting
on what his constituents are saying:
"I heard many, many remarks about the unthinking and dangerous attempts to undermine our country's national security in the
guise of cutting back defense spending and in attacking the Pentagon and its programs."

20 Years Ago Today

Tire Evolution

Joe O'Donley of Paducah
broke 392 of 400 targets
Saturday and Sunday to win the
All-Around championship of the
Kentucky state Skeet
Championships at the Jackson
Purchase Gun Club.
The personable O'Donley.
shooting out of the Chief
Paduke Gun Club, successfully
defended his state All-Around
title in the largest field of
shooters in history of the State
Skeet Championships.
Veteran state skeet
championship shooters said the
163 contestants in the
all-Kentucky field were the
largest number in history.
During bath shooting days a:
-tile Jackson PurchaseGun Out
in Calloway Co., more than
16,500 'birds" were
trap-thrown on four shooting
fields. ' In winning his second-straight
All-Around Top Gun state
crown, O'Donley also won the
state championship in the
.28-gauge division with a perfeqt
100 broken birds. Ted Hatfielid
of Louisville was runner-up with
a 98x100.
Curtis Kazee, Jr., of Ashland,
president of the Ky. Skeet
Shooting Association, took the
state title in the .12-gau4
division with a perfect 100 after
a three-way shootoff with Joe
Sutton and Al Chioffe of
Ashland, Chioffe took runner-up
spot.
In the .20-gauge division, the
new state champ is D. L. Cool of
Louisville, a retired Marine
colonel who shoots with the Ft.
Knox team.
Cool took the 20-gauge title
with his 99x100 after winning
the .28-gauge crown last year.
Roy Adkins of Ashland was this
year's .20-gauge runner-up with
a 99.
Ted Hatfield of. Louisville is
the new .410-gauge titlist after
his 95x100 birds. O'Donley, last
year's champ, finished as
runner-up this year.
Mrs. Hilda Evans of Ashland
popped 92 of 100 birds and won
the state Ladies Championship
after winning the same title last
year.
Al Lindsey, Sr., of Mayfield,
won the state Seniors
Championship with his 98x100.
This year's Junior Champion
is Johnny Barlow of Calvert City
with a 93x100 score.
In the team shooting events
Joe Nall, Al Chioffe, J. P
Whitaker, Ted Hatifield and D

NEW
YORK
(UPI)
Cotton, last of the natural fibers
to be used for reinforcing tires,
has been replaced in recent years Rare Appearance
by a series of man-made fibers HOLLYWOOD
(UPI)
and now it's happening again.
Lew Ayres makes a rare teleRayon supplanted cotton in
vision appearance as a guest star
the 1950s, and rayon in turn
in
a dramatic segment of "My
was challenged by nylon. Now,
Three Som.'.
says Goodyear. polyester is
threatening nylon's supremacy.
•• *

aged

BATTLE OF OP=BRIO'
THE 1111a01

I
Adm. Adults $1.50 To Play

Franklin

Child $1.00

HOLLYWOOD
(UPI)
Fredd Rayne, who has travelled
the country with his one-man
show as Benjamin Franklin, will
appear as Franklin in a segment
of the "Daniel Boone" series.

L. Cool won first place in the
12-gauge event with their
* * *
outstanding team score of 492
Whitaker and Chioffe also
won the two-man team title in
.20-gauge with a 197.
In the .20-gauge, five-man Petula Home
team event, Kazee, Adkins,
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI)
Stevens, Evans and Holbrook Petula Clark returns to her native
were the winners with their London to
star in a BBC-TV
480x500.
Tom Stevenson and Jerry special "Petula Clark's Cinema,"
Foust, both of Calvert City, put featuring her songs from the
together a 193x200 to win the movie Goodbye, Mr. Chips."
28-gauge, two-man team event.
Ralph Hughes and O'Donley,
aoth of Paducah, won the
410-gauge, two-man team title
orith e 188.
Following the presentation of
trophies, Everett Wheeler,
TROPICAL FISH and SUPPLIES
president of the host Jackson
Como- of Fourth and Elm
Purchase Gun Club, expressed
his appreciation to all shooters
who participated.
At the same time, Kazee,
Friday
KSSA president, welcomed all
shooters to next year's meet.
Jim Webber, club manager of
at Noon
the JP Club, said 30 entries shot
in the .410-gauge event, 29
entries in .28.gauge, 47 in the
.20-gauge, and 57 in the
.12-gauge event.

54411 Net
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COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 011ve Blvd.
- FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY Truly Fine Cleaning
Phone 7534152

*

TOKYO
(UPI) The
most important problem faced
by Japan's economy is the fact
that the nation's Gross National
Product (GNP) is third highest
in the world while per capita
income is far down the list in
21st place, according to Shigeo
Hone, former president and
chairman of the Bank of Tokyo.
"We will have to narrow that
gap, but that's easier said than
done," says Hone.
"It maz
take from five to seven years.
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LOOK! WOW!

TROPHIES...FAME...FUN!
YOURS FOR THE WINNING
IN OUR PP& K COMPETITION!

We're giving away 18 big trophies in all-one to each
of the top three boys in each age group. You'll be competing with boys in your own age group, so you have a
great chance to win.

Now's the time to get going! Come on in with
your
mom,dad or legal guardian and sign up. We'll be
happy
to give you a free Tips Book which has exciting
stories
by NFL stars plus tips on how to punt, pass and kick
the
way the professionals do.
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And this is only the beginning! You could be one of
the winners going to advanced competitions-competing for more trophies at NFL games. You may even
become one of the National Finalists and attend the
NFL Play-Off game in Miami. Florida, as Ford's guest
with your mother and dad. You would also take an
exclusive tour of Cape Kennedy and the Aio Space
Museum. Think ipf all the fun you'd have!

Quayle in Top Role
Nickels to Billions

NEW
YORK
(UPI) A business that started with
nickels is nearing the $2 billion
mark in annual sales.
There was a 5-cent ceiling
on all merchandise when F. W.
Woolworth. opened the first of
the stores to bear his name 90
years ago. Price ceilings, which
went to 10 cents and later to
20 cents, were abandoned in
Don Drysdale pitched more
1935.
than 300 innings for the Los
Today the company • has anAngeles rbdgers in four consenual sales exceeding $1.9 billion.
cutir e seasons from 1962-65.
- -

3M
ON)

Executive Shirt Service *

BOYS
THROUGH 13

SIGN UP NOW - IT'S ALL FREE
Just think of it! If you're a boy between 8 and 13, you
have a swell chance of winning a handsome all-metal
trophy in our local contest.

Japanese Problem

Murrel
mists&

TECI4P41COlOIR PAM•V11110111
PRCied vaaoraess• ounesst _minnow •finr.

* * *

* * *

HOLLYWOOD
(UPI)
Anthony Quayle, former director of the Royal Shakespeare
theater at Stratford-on-Avon,
turns actor for a top role in
"Anne of the Thousand Days"
from the Maxwell Anderson
play.

MURRAY

.....

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES. WALLACE WITILER CO., 1809
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y,
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

The contract for the ditching of 25 miles of road has been let to
:he CrawforeConstruction Company of Paducah.
The First Methodist Church will be hosts to the Paris District
Educational Seminars next week for the Woman's Society of
Christian Service and the Wesleyan Service Guilds of the district.
Bro. Paul Matthews will be the evangelist at the meeting of the
Pleasant Valley Church of Christ next week.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaston McKee' and children, Nancy and Bill, of
Ashborn, N. C., were the weekend guests of her mother, Mrs.
Eula McKee', and sister, Mrs, Goldia Curd.

A thought for the day: In his
first statement to the House of
By United Press International Commons after becoming BriIN THEATRE
tain's wartime prime minister,
btoday Is Wednesday, Sept. 3, Winston Churchill said, "I have
the 246th day of 1969 with 119 to nothing to offer but blood, toil,
follow.
tears and sweat."
* Ends Tonite *
The moon is in its last
quarter.
The morning stars are Venus N
and Saturn.
IINNutot
Laithestar
The evening stars are MercuNI AI
ry, Mars and Jupiter.
MU
Boum
mu!
l
'
On this day in history:
_ 9. At les
"ilr
In 1783 the Revolutionary
War officially ended with the TODAY thru Sat.
:-1.:•7,,,,.
.
.,
,V::
Vat*"
United States and Great Britain
signing the Treaty of Paris. ali
C
America had won its indepenThur.- Fri.- Sat.
dence.
In 1916 the Allies turned back
When they meet
the Germans at Verdun in
_it's time tor
World War I.
MASSACRE!
In 1939 Great Britain clep
Milk"
40,
zlared war on Germany and
France made the same declaration six hours later, followed
COLORSCOPE
quickly by Australia, New
ULTRA-PANAVISION`
Zealand, South Africa and
TECHNICOLOR'
Canada.
FROM WARNER BROS.
HENRY
In 1943 Allied forces invaded
*
A
the Italian mainland in World
Features at 330 & 7:30
War IL
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WEDNESDAY - SEPTEMBE

HURRY! BRING IN YOUR MOM, DAD OR LEGAL GUARDIAN
BEFORE OCTOBER 10!

OLIVE(R) TWIST?-- Early September includes National
Green Olive Week, would you
believe. and Sandra Evans
does her thing for it at Miami
Beach's Beau Rivage Hotel.

Parker Ford, Inc.
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4 .

101 Main Street

Telephone 153 - 5213
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MURRAY HIGH FOOTBALL SEASON OPENS FRIDAY
Fulton Co. Invades Holland
Stadium, Opening Grid Clash

OtONSCOPE

- U - S --HENRY

FONDA
ECREE
pANAvisicke4
1.11
,
0.1•4 •WV.

pounds who are coming along
The Murray High Tigers Foot- very well.
ball team entered its final week
Coach Hollana also pointed out
of practice this week before the
that McCuiston, Carroll, Williopening game this Friday night at
with Fulton ams and Bryant are all fair
Holland Stadium
passers who are improving daily.
County.
Overall the team has good
The strong points of this year's
depth at all positions and there
coact
team, according to head
are several young,inexperienced
Ty Holland, are a big line, a fast
boys who should come in handy
the
and
punting
backfield and good
Three defensemen are bearing down on Porter McCuisfon as he carries the ball on an end sweep.
after the first few games.
main stumbling block is inexCoach Holland's assistant coa
perience..
ches are W, P. Russell, John
the
assessed
Coach Holland
Hine, Bob Toon and Jerry SheTigers as follows:
lton.
Murray High assistant coach Bob Teen Is watching this play closely in an effort ttk, catcb.any
U.S. CHOICE
Ends - Tripp Williams, 205
This year's schedule for the
mistakes the Tigers might make.
pound, 6-3 senior is outstanding'
Tigers lists six games at home
and is almost sure to be on the
and four on the road and is as
640,
Tinsley,
starting team, Steve
follows:
163 pound senior is in line for
the other starting post but John
Rayburn, a 5-11, 160 pound junior
- 1969and Joe Fridy a 6-0, 175 pound
sophomore are both improving. FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Other ends are Terry Alexander,
6-2, 156 pound junior, Richard Sept.
Hall 5-9, 120 pound junior, Dan 5 - Fulton County ,. Home
Hutson, 6-1, 158 pound, sophoraoHome
12 - Paris
re, Roy Knight, 5-11, 145 pound
19
Mayfield
Away
senior and Rickey Orr, 5-4,
Home
110 pound sophomore,
26 - Fulton City
Tackles - The squad is bless- Oct.
FIELD'S
ed with four good tackles in 3 - Bowling Green
Away
Richard Blalock, 6-0, 215 pound
COUNTRY STYLE
Horne
senior, Hollis Clark, 5-10, 185 10 - Trigg County
17 Tilghman
Away
pound senior, James Pigg,
East
190 pound senior and Buzz Wil- 24 - Hopkinsville
Home
Pct. 0I
ham, 6-3, 207 pound senior. The
.618
Chicago
84
By STEVE SNIDER
31 - Russellville
Horne
51,5
76
.580
New York
rest of the tackles on the sqUad
71
/
2
.542 101
Pittsburgh
UPI Sports Writer
/
2
.533 111
72
St Louis
are Dan Anderson, 5-8, 178pound
.397 29/
52
1
2
Tuesday, September 2 was a Philadelphia
sophomore, Phillip Cunningham,
.304 42th
41
Montreal
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. (UPI)
day for boys age 8 through 13
big
5-10, 225 pound junior, Joe DalWest
- Only three Americans are left
75
59
in the Murray area for they can S Francisco
ton, 5-11, 185 pound junior, Bruce
in
the
among the last nine men
Angeles
73
58 .557
/
1
2
Milam, 5-10, 165 pound sophostart registering for the ninth Los
72
59 .550
Ph
Cincinnati
$137,000 U.S. Open singles
63 .537
3
73
more, Wade Outland, 5-7, 220
annual Punt, Pass & Kick Com- Atlanta
70
64 .522
S
tennis championship.
Houston
petition in which they will show San Diego
pound junior, and Bruce Scott,
40
93 .301
3454
Defending champion Arthur
Yesterday's Results
their football skills in punting,
6-0, 175 pound sophomore.
Resufli
Asha of Gum Spring, Va., Earl
4 1st
Guards - The guards as a
passing and kicking and compete
5, Cincinnati
Chicago
41and
St.
Louis
Bunhholz of
11, Cincinnati for trophies and the chance to • 'Chicago
whole do not have much experLos
at
Angeles
York
New
year-old Pancho Gonzalez of
Philadlphia at San Diego
represent Murray in future comience and are also hurt by the
6
7, St Louis
Malibu, Calif., are still alive
Houston
petitions.
fact that Kenny Beshear,
(11 innings)
DETERGENT
Australians.
but so are six
Other clubs not scheduled. .
Registration and entries will
175 pound senior, has a fracture
Today's Games
Furthermore, five of those
CHASE & SANBORN
Pittsburgh (Ellis 9-13) at Atlanta (Reed
be accepted from September 2
in his hand and will have to sit
pros
already have
Aussie
night.
of
the
five
through October 10th at Parker 13-9),
The
finals
in
four
on
the
sidelines
during
the
early
10-11) at S
Philadelphia (Fryman
reached the quarter-finals or
Ford Inc. A parent or guardian Oi#90 (Santorini 0-121, night
games of the season. Hollis Cl- flights of the Oaks Country Club's
eight and Ashe was
last
New York (Cardwell 5-91 at Los An
ark, who normally plays tackle annual membership match play
must accompany the boys to reg- ;Iles fOsteen 16-11), night
matched on the center court
Chicago (Hands 16-10) at Cincinnati
ister. The entire competition is 'Maloney
will be at the guard position part tournament are scheduled to be
night
7.4),
today against one who has
absolutely free. There is nobody
Montreal (Wegener 4-11) at San Fran.
of the time along with Gerald played this weekend.
beaten him both times they met
(Marichal 16-9).
contact in PP&K competitions elsco
Turner 5-9, 160 pound senior, The fourth flight championOnly games scheduled.
- 34-year-old Ken Rosewall. The and all equipment such as footMike McCage, 5-10, 165 potill ship already has been decided.
inner goes into the semi- balls and kicking tees are prosenior and Barry Stokes, 5-10 dace, Keene, who teaches biofinals.
American
League
168 pound junior. Others Tieing logj at Murray State UniverLARGE SIZE
Rod Laver of Australia, hot vided.
Every boy who registers will
East
for the guard spot are Steve sity, won it last weekend by
after his second grand slam,
Pct.
GB
receive a free Punt, Pass & Baltimore
Herndon, as 6-0, 150 pound soph- defeating Dan Edwards 3 and 2.
44 .676
92
playes a quarter - final against
78
56 .582 13
Kick Tips booklet which features Detroit
Keene had reached the finals
omore, John David Johnson, 6-1,
the
man,
Roy
Emerson,
Aussie
71
61 . 5311 19
stories and competition tips from Boston
Kel- by drawing a first round bye and
sophomore,
David
165
pound
71
Washington
64
.51$
211
/
2
he beat in the 1962 finale as he NFL stars Don Meredith and New York
67
67 .500 24
I LB BOX
ler, 5-7, 137 pound sophomore, by beating Tommy Mohon in the
I LB. CAN
54
.400 37/
$1
1
2
completed his sweep of the Mike Clark of the Dallas Cowboys Cleveland
Grant Kodman, 5-10, 178 pound semi-finals, Edwards had reachWimbledon
Australia„ French,
West
and Billy Lothridge of the Atlanta
junior, Rodney Lowe, 5-9, 130 ed the same bracket by defeat81
Minnesota
52 .601
ROSE DALE
and U.S. crowns as an amateur
74
57 .565
6
Falcons. The booklet also featur- Oakland
pound sophomore and Paul Thur- ing Billy Morton 7 and 6.
I.G.A.
California
76 .424 24/
that year.
56
1
2
TROP
I-CAL
es Don Shula, the coach of the Kansas City
-LO
Ken Harrell and David Buckman, 5-9, 145 pound sophomore.
54
79 .406 V
In
Tuesday's rain-delayed
Chicago
53
79 .602 27/
1
2
Baltimore Colts, and includes Seattle
Center - The center post is ingham are scheduled to meet
83 .376 31
50
program, Buchholz won a fivephysical fitness exercises for
also hurt by inexperience but for'the winner's slot in the chasetter from Andres Gimeno of boys in the PP&K Competition
Yesterday's Results
Pat Ryan, a 6-1, 165 pound junior mpionship flight. Harrell defeatChicago
10,
Baltimore
3
Spain, Australia's Fred Stolle
Minnesota
S. Cleveland
2
age group.
or GOLDEN CREAM
and Kip Clopton, a 5-9, 183 ed Graves Morris 4 and 3 to
Kansas City 6, Detroit
2
won in four from Roger Taylor
Every boy who participates
both im- gain the finals, while Buckinsophomore
are
polind
Washington 2, California
0 1st
John
Newof England and
Washington 3, California
2 2d
in PP&K has an equal chance to
proving. Mark Kennedy 5-4, 135 gham was eliminating Karl Hu1 6 innings)
combe of Australia tied up the
Oakland
at Boston
win for he competes only against
pound sophomore and Ray Smith, ssing 4 and 3.
center court for five hours, 45
New York
S. Seattle
boys in his own age group„Points
a junior at 5-7, 163 pounds are
In the finals of the first flight
115 Innings)
minutes before downing Marty
are awarded for each foot of
also making a bid for the center only Jerry Grogan and Ronnie
TalleY's Games
Riessen of Evanston, ill., in a
distance the ball travels on the
0303 CAN
Cleveland (Hargan 5-11) at Minnesota position.
Danner are left. Grogan reachrecord four-setter.
14-101.
with points subtracted for (Boswell
beating Ricky
fly,
Randy
Lowe,
6-0,
162
bracket
by
Backs
the
ed
Oakland
Boston
(Nagy
(Krauss*
7-7)
at
The gals go for berths in the
10-2).
each foot the ball lands to the
pound senior and Dayton Lasater Jones one up, while Danner definal round today with RosemaDetroit (McLain 21-61 at Kansas City
right or left of a center line. (Hedlund 2-4), twilight.
6-0, 175 pound junior, are both feated Jim White 2 and 1.
Francisco
in
ry Casals of San
Only games scheduled.
The overall competition is divlooking good at the quarterback
Junior Compton and Don Hee
one semi against Nancy Richey
ided into six levels -Local, Zone,
post and the frontrunners for the hg are the finalists in the seconC
of San Angelo, Tex., and District, Area, Division and Natdivision and six from the NFL halfback spots are Porter Mc- flight, Compton advancing by eldefending champion Virginia ional.
TRAIL BLAZER
Western division. Winners are Cuiston, 6-1, 161 pound sopho- iminating Mark Blankenship 3
Wade of Great Britain against
The first level - the Local accompanied by both parents to more, Johnny Williams, 5-7, 140 and 2, while Heilig was beating
Smith
Court of
Margaret
competition - features 18 hand- all Area competitions.
pound junior, Danny Carroll, 5-7 Ted Lawson 6 and 5.
Australia in the other.
some trophies which will be awaIn the third flight, it will be
The twelve Division winners 157 pound senior and Paul BryaMiss Smith won the title in
rded locally by Parker Ford Inc. go, with their parents, to the nt, 5-8, 150 pound senior. Jimmy James Ward and Jim Bryan.
Richey
and
Miss
1962 and 1965
Gold trophies go to first place
by
Brandon . 5-10, 190 pound sen- Ward reached the finals
was a finalist in 1966, the last finishers, silver to second and Orange Bowl in Miami, Florida,
for the National Finals during ior, will be backed up at the full- defeating Ken Adams 3 and 2,
time she played here.
bronze to third. The first place the annual NFL Play-Off Game. back position by Mike Ryan, 6-0, while Bryan was beating Parwinners then move up to Zone All 12 National finalists and their 165 pound sophomore and Van clom Lovett 3 and 2.
competition.
Forty-four members of the
parents will then tour Cape Kenn- Haverstock, 5-11, 165 pound junPRAGUE (UPI).- Bill Keller,
Winners of Zone competitions edy, the site of the historic Apollo ior. Brandon will also handle club participated in the montha standout guard from Purdue, will receive trophies and runnmoon shots, and the Air Space the punting for the Tigers again long tournament. The'next big
scored 27 points Monday and ers-up are awarded certificates.
date on the club's golfing calenMuseum.
this year.
sparked a touring United States Zone winners move to District
dar is the annual inter-city tourFord Dealers of America and
basketball team to an 8548 competitions where 216 District
the National Football League spCoach Holland singled out thr- nament with the Calloway Counvictory over Sparta of Prague. champions will be awarded troonsor the Punt, Pass and Kick ee seniors, David Fitch, 5-10, try Club's golfers September 20The victory was the third in a phies and go on to compete for
Competition nationally. Co-spon- 145 pounds, Mike Keller, 5-6, 21.
row for the United States in Area championships at NFL stadsors in Murray are Parker Ford 135 pounds and Bobby Henry,
Czechoslovakia and enabled the iums. Xrea champs travel to
Inc., and Optimist.
5-11, 155 pounds who are showAmericans to remain unbeaten Divisional competitions in NFL
Registrations continue through ing extra effort and three sophon their tour of Eastern and stadiums in Dallas or Detroit
FRESH, CRISP
October 10th at Parker Ford Inc., omores, Monty Cathey, 5-6, 120 STOCK CAR RACES
FRESH
Western Europe, Northern Afri- where twelve finalists are chosen
701 Main Street, for all boys 8 pounds. David Hughes, 5-10, 13E
ca and Turkey.
- six from the NFL Eastern through 13 years of age.
DOVER, Del. (UP!) - Ernest
pounds and Bill Adams, 5-8, 12';
Hutchins and Ray Hendrick of
Richmond, Va., Monday won
the two divisions of the 100-mile
stock car races at Dover Downs
International Speedway,
I LB. CELLO BAG
Hutchins, driving a 1966 Ford
Fairlane, won the opening event
NASCAR's late model
for
sports cars while Hendrick, in a
Chevrolet
coup
1963
100
All-Star
triumphed
in
the
Racing
League
event
for
modified stock cars.
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ith your
e happy
g stories
kick the

Sti1129E
$1.09

COLD
Crackers
COFFEE
POWER
19
65
PEAS
CORN
8/88C

LETTUCE CARROTS Damsons

Contact was the order of the day on the Murray High football Held yesterday as Coach Ty Holland put the team through a scrInim119* I,, Preparation for the opening game against Fulton County this Friday night at Holland Stadium.

To clean marble, mix soft
soap and whiting to a thin paste
and apply with a soft brush. Let
stand until dry and wash off
with lukewarm suds.
-• * * *
Try placing a paper plate
under a paint itin instead of the
usual newspaper to prevent
spatters. The plate can be moved
around easily.

OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY
CLOSED SUNDAYS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
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Miss Diana L. Beck Becomes The Bride
Of Guinn H. Jones In Lovely Ceremony
At United Methodist Church, Mattoon

Buried next to
sister's husband?

A Baby Can Earn More Than Its Parents
And An Old Lady More Than Her Sons

The Omicron Alpha Chapter of
the Tau Phi Lambda sorority of
the Woodmen of the World held
Its regular meeting on Tuesday,
August 26, at seven o'clock in
the evening at the home of Mrs.
Jeanie Lamb with Mrs. Linda
Waugh as co-hostess.

Mrs. Glenda Smith, president,
presided. The roll was called
York, he made the rounds of
and the minutes were read t)
theatrical producers' offices,
the secretary,
meantime working first with a
Mrs. Loretta
NEW YORK (UPI)-- When a
Jobs.
talent agency, then with an ad
baby earns More than its agency casting talent. The
Committee reports were pr
parents and a little old lady in desire for acting gradually
seated to the group. Mrs. Jeanie
her 70's earns more than her faded.
Lamb reported on the service
sons, you might wonder what
project and the group decided
Must Have Talent
DEAR ABBY: Shortly after my husband passed away,
the world is coming to.
But the one thing that puts
to purchase playground equipmemy sister .[who is two years younger than I] expressed a
But this happens in the world the commercial salesman or
nt for the Paradise Friendly
desire to purchase the grave plot next to HIS for herself
of
commercial: woman there in the first place
television
Home.
when her time comes. She went to pieces when he died.
where a top talent can make is a talent few of us have— that
She
A rummage sale will be held
says it will give her "peace of mind" to be buried next
from $150,000 to$175,000 a year. for acting.
to
Saturday, September 6, from eigIt's enough to send each of us
him. She has a grave in another cemetery with our parents,
Betty Furness, of course, had
ht a.m, to two p.m. on the west
scurrying from household and it, She helped to pioneer the
but now she has changed her mind and wants to be buried
side
of the court square to raise
office right to talent represen- field for actors.
next to MY husband.(HER husband was buried at sea.]
money for the service project.
tatives
like
Voights
Richard
Voights
and
Fields say if
I have a plot next to my husband's for myself when my
Refreshments of cake and peaand Marje Fields, Who says you make commercials you must,
time comes, but the one on the other side is still for sale.
ches were served to the nine
that
you
and
get
sell
soap
can't
I
experien
ce
local
with
or
My sister and I have always gotten along very well, and
members present by the hosand toothpaste!
community theater
groups, Shelia Cathy Raspberry
she says she will not do anything against my wishes, but I
tesses,
Mrs. Lamb and Mrs.
But hold it. First off, not local radio or television stacannot for the life of me understand why she needs to be
Waugh. Mrs. Jean Richerson won
everyone doing the sales pitch tions, "so you have a working
buried on the other side of MY husband for HER ''peace of
the door prize.
for shampoo, pet food or cereal knowledge" of the field.
mind."
gets
into income brackets
Then start making the rounds
Since that plot will not be available indefinitely, I must
comparable to those of corpora- of the big cities— New York,
make a decision soon. If I say no, I'll be hurting my sister,
tion presidents. More likely, the Chicago, Los Angeles, Miami.
and if I say yes, I'll be hurting myself. What should I do?
average is $10,000 to $25,000 a
And brace for disappointMr. and Mrs. James Raspyear. Well, that's still worth ment. Says Marje Fields, "The
ANONYMOUSLY YOURS
berry of Hazel announce the endeserting housewifery or the rejection can be tough. You
gagement of their daughter,SheiDEAR ANONYMOUSLY: Since it would appear that
,stenographic pod, you say.
need a mental suit of armor." la
Cathy, to Morris Chesley Rowyew sheer goes "to pieces" more easily sims you, may yes,
Is Lucrative Business
lett, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
ruathepe that when her time comes, she will rest Is peace.
Voights and Fields say it is a
Rowlett of Buchanan, Tenn.,Roulucrative business. But breakte Two.
ing into it is a little like making
DEAR ABBY: I have been going with a divorced man for
Experts advise that when
The bride-elect is a 1969 gradit on Broadway.
almost five years I am also divorced. He is very good to me,
purchasing shoes for children, uate
of Buchanan High School
"The
competit
ion
is
enorhave
but has been a playboy all his life, and it is difficult for me to
both feet measured and the where she is
Mr. and Mrs. Guinn
employed as a
mous,"
said Miss Fields. "an larger one fitted. Proper
believe that he will settle down and be a good husband.
l'he wedding of Miss Diana L. presente
teacher-aid this year.
d a program of nuptial ad agency may audition 15 to ZO measure
ment
Beck
and Guinn H. Jones was
is done with the
He says he loves me and has asked me to marry him
Mr. Rowlett, a 1968 graduate
music. She played "Because," people for one role. A talent
foot up on the fitting stool and of Buchanan
solemnized on Saturday, July 12,
several times, and altho I am sure I am the Number One
High School, will be
"Whither Thou Goest", "Wedd- may have to audition for 10
The warm greeting
the leg at a right angle. Make a sophomore
at the United Methodist Church,
Girl in his life I have reason to believe he cheats on me.
at the University
ing Prayer", and the traditional commercials before she lands
sure the salesman holds the of Tenness
your Welcome Wagon
Mattoori,
When I'm at his apartment, I keep finding evidence of other
ee, Martin, Tenn.,this
wedding marches for the pro- one.",
Miss Fields, a .New child's foot down white
Dr. Clifford Brown performed
hostess with "The Most
women, such as cards and notes signed, "All my love." He
year.
cessional and the recessional. Yorker, was with a company
measuring, says Jane Speece,
the double ring ceremony at thrFamous
.Basket in the
The
claims he can't help it if women chase him.
wedding
will
be
solemnizprocuding television commer- textiles and clothing
ee-thirty o'clock in the afternoon
expert at ed at the Hazel Church of Christ
World"
will introduce
I tell him be wouldn't have that problem if he didn't
Bride's Dress
cials
before she and Voights set the University of
before the altar decorated with
Nebraska on Friday, September 19, at seven
encourage them. I do love him, Abby, but I'm wondering if I
,You to our community
up their own talent agency. extension service.
baskets of white gladioli. White
o'clock in the evening. A recepThe bride, given in marriage Voights, a farm boy from
should marry hini feeling the way I do.
and start you on the
DISTRUSTING
* *
bows were used to mark the
tion will follow at the home of
by her father, was lovely in her. Dwight, Ill., south of Chicago,
way toward new and
family
pews.
When
a
recipe calls for grated the bride-elect's parents. All
DEAR DISTRUSTING: A woman who loves a man she
bouffant gown of Chantilly lace had decided on an acting creer
lasting friendships. ,,,,
The bride is the daughter of
onion, try freezing the onion friends and relatives
cannot trust during the courtship doesn't know what misery
embroidered with pearls and se- while 'he attended
are invited
Indiana first. Freezing speeds up grating.
Mrs.-L. L. Games and William
If you are new in town,
Is until she marries him.
to attend.
L. Beck of Route Two, Mattoon, quins. The dress was fashioned University where he was a
* * *
call
with a basque bodice with taper- speech maior. Arriving in New
Ill., and the groom is the son
Housework is made easier if
ed sleeves and scalloped neck4
DEAR ABBY: I am 28, and very much in love with
of Mr. and Mrs. William Holman
you
rest a few minutes every
line,
and
featured
detachab
a
la
Lena, who is 34. I want to marry her, but the problem is my
Jones, 217 South Thirteenth Strefull court train and chapel veil. Division of the Tappan Company. hour or so during a long job.
mother. She says Lena is too old for me. I have been trying
et, Murray.
64
17thia
14
This practice is more likely to
She carried a cymbidium orRehearsal Dinner
Mrs. Ned Vanvoortas,orgaiust,
for four months to get my mother to meet Lena, but she is so
Some of the new crop red
prevent muscle exhaustion than
chid surrounded by stephanotis
opposed to her on the grounds of her age that she refuses to
placed on her grandmother's Bib. The rehearsal dinner was held lying down for a couple of hours skin potatoes have extra red
even make her acquaintance to give her a chance.
food coloring applied to enhance
Phone
le,
on the previous evening with after the job is completed.
My mother is a fine woman in many ways, Abby, but she
53-2378
Mrs. Anita Moynahan of Fra- Mr. and Mrs. William L. Beck Trying lying flat and relaxing for their appearance. The dye may
is very stubborn. She says if I marry Lena she will not come
dissolve in cooking water tut
nkfort was the matron of honor, of Mattoon, Ell., as the hosts. two minutes every hour.
poses no threat to consumers.
to the wedding.
She wore ,a blue dirndl gown of
I want to get married, but I would feel guilty marrying
georgette' featuring ruffles to
W•driesdaY, Soptember 3
against my mother's wishes, so no matter what I do,
The ladies day luncheon will accent the neck and cuffs of the
somebody will get hurt. What should I do?
be served at 12:15 p. m. at the bishop sleeves. Ivory lace was
Oaks Country Club. Call Freda down the center front and on
NO KOOK IN CAL.
Butterworth at 7534293 or El- the cuffs. She carried a Colo
DEAR NO KOOK: If you have to ask ME, you are nit
fie Vaughn 753-3158 for reser- nial bouquet of daisies dyed to
ready to marry Lena—or any other woman.
vations. Other hostesses are match.
The bridesmaids were Miss
June Crkkr, Josephine McLemore, June Wilson, Kathryn Martha Finney of Murray, Miss
DEAR ABBY: I am almost 70 years old and have lived
Cain, Jane Boyd, Shirley Dar- Janice Impson of Carterville,
long enough to know that people who mistrust every other
nail, Dorthin,FIke, Lenore Li- 111., and Miss Sherry Daugherperson are not to be trusted themselves.
gon, Cathryil Garrott, Gaynelle ty of Mattoon, Ill. They wore
Very truly yours,
William:, and Margaret Green- rainbow dirndl gowns of goerVICTOR IN PITTSBURGH
field.
gette of apricot, rose, and violet
•• •
with headpieces to match their
DEAR VICTOR: To which I can only add,"AMEN!"
The Cherry Corner Baptist dresses. They were designed
like
Church WKS will meet at the the dress of the matron
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
of honor.
church at 7:30 p. m.
reply write to Abby, Box 5e7es, Los Angeles, Cal. 9Seell, and
They carried bouquets of daisies
•••
dyed to match their gowns.
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
The Faxon Mothers Club is
Miss Jana Harrell, niece of
scheduled to meet at the Faxon
Hate to write letters? Seed $1 to Abby, Box WM. La
the groom, was the flower girl,
School at 1:30 p. at.
Angeles, CaL 50055, for Abby's boeidet, "Hew to Write Loden
and Brad Harrell, nephew of
as.
kr All Oemuiens."
The Flint Baptist Church the groom, was the ring bearer.
Ralph Jackson of Tampa, Fla,,
WMS is scheduled to meet at
was the best man. Groomsmen
the church at seven p. m.
were Bob Dunn, Tommy Colson,
• ••
and Paul Butterworth, allot MurThursday, September 4
The Town and Country Home- ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis,
Dick Sykes and Mr. and Mrs. Jr.,
The ushers were Tom Bubonand daughters, Lisa, Kellie, makers Club will meet at the
Albert Enix returned home the
and Angie, of Louisville were the home of Mrs. Jules Harcourt, ivitck of Zeigler, Ill., Pat Moynpast week after a two weeks' holiday
ahan of Frankfort, Kim Penningguests of their parents. 1710 Magnolia, at 7:30 p. m.
visit with Lt.(jg) and Mrs. Tho•••
hton of Murray, cousin of the
mas Reed Madison and son,TomThe Garden Department of groom, and Mickey Beck,brother
Mr. and Mrs. Flenoy Barrow
my, of Albuquerque, N.M. They and son
of St. Louis, Mo., spent the Murray Woman's Club will of the bride.
were accompanied home by Mrs. the weekend
For her daughter's wedding,
with their parents, meet at the club house at 1:30
Dick Sykes who had spent the past Mr. and
Mrs. Homer Barrow p. m with the program, "Gar- Mrs. Games wore an aqua blue
five weeks with their daughter and Jack
dens of Greece" by Mrs. Sam- dress with blue accessories, The
Hopkins,
and family.
uel R. Dodson, Jr. Hostesses groom's mother was attired
ma
Mr. and Mrs. Gaston Neale will be Mesdames Gene Bran- beige dress with pink accessoridon, Morrison
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Gravette and
Galloway, C. es. They both had corsages of
daughter, Cindy, of DearWesley Waldrop, V. E. Wind- white carnations.
and daughters, Carla and Jenni- born, Mich.,
were the Labor Day sor, and Guy
Billington.
fer, of Clarksville, Term., spent weekend guests
of Mrs. Neale's
• ••
the Labor Day weekend with their mother, Mrs.
Reception
Ballet Dunn, and
Friday, September s
mother and grandmother, Mrs. family.
The Senior Citizens Club will
Joe(Mary Louise) Baker.
Following the ceremony the
meet at the Community Centreception was held at the church,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Stone er at 12 noon. A
potluck lunMr. and Mrs. J. N. Stitt of of Jackson,
Serving at the reception
Miss., and the latt- cheon will be served. Hostesse
West Memphis, Ark., were the er's
s Miss Jan Myers, Miss Jan were
Vanmother, Mrs. Annie Palmer are Mrs. Olive Hagan,
Mrs. Carrecent weekend guests of his of St. Louis,
Mo., were the week- rie Cole, and Mrs. Goldia Curd. derhoof, and Miss Bonnie Nelsister, Mrs. Joe Baker, who end guests
son, cousin of the bride, from
•••
of Mr. Stone's parenreturned home with them for a.
ts, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stone,
The Hazel School PTA will Mattoon, Ill., Miss Nancy Robbvisit. While there she and her Hamilton
Avenue, Mr. Stone is have a potluck supper at the ins of Mayfield, and Miss Cindy
sister-in-law visited in Yazoo
associated with the Pepsi-Cola school at seven p. m. The exe- Colson, Murray, cousin of the
City, Miss., with Mr. and Mrs. Bottling
Company in Jackson, cutive board will meet at 6:30 groom.
p. m.
Miss.
'Bill Stitt, to Jackson, Miss., to
After the reception the couple
• ••
visit Mrs, J. N. Stitt's brother,
left for a wedding trip to Panama
Saturday, September 6
Jack Moore and Mrs. Moore
The Murray TOPS Club will City, Fla., and they are now at
and Mrs. Willard Short. Before
have a rummage sale at the home at 521 South 13th Street,
returning home they were the
American Legion Hall from se- Murray.
guests of Mrs. Baker's brother,
ven a. m. to one p. m.
The bride is a graduate of
Gene Stitt, Mrs, Stitt, and son,
• ••
Walter, of Greenwood, Miss.
The Thu Phi Lambda sorority Mattoon High School and will
be a janior at Murray State
Mr. ano Mrs. Frank Koh Nan- will have a rummage
sale on Universi
ty where she is majce, Jr., of Paris, Tenn., are the the west side of
the court
__Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mason parents of a daughter, Kimberly scraure from eight a. m to two oring in elementary education
and a member of the Alpha DelRaker and son, Richard, and Renee, born on Sunday, August p. m.
ta Pi sorority.
• ••
Butch Humphreys returned borne 24, at the Henry County General
Sunday, September 7
Saturday after a week's vacation Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mr. Jones is a graduate of
The Adams family reunion
in Daytona Beach, Fla. While
there Mr. and Mrs. Baker spent Mrs. Frank Nance, Sr., of Paris, will be held at the City Park. Murray High School and attendone day with Mr. and Mrs. Bar- Term., and Mr. and Mrs. Jessie A basket lunch will be served ed Murray State University for
ney Weeks of Winter Garden, L. Barnett of Charleston, S. C. at noon Everyone is invited one and one-half years. He is
to attend.
now employed at the Murray
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor

By Abigail Van Buren

Raspberry-Rowlett
Vows To Be Read
On September 19

Linda Adams
phone

?TEMBER 3. 1909
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Lambda
41ar Meet
amb Home
Alpha Chapter of
ambda sorority of
)f the World held
eting on Tuesday,
seven o'clock in
the home of Mrs.
with Mrs. Linda
stess.

Ss TIMER

NEW STORE HOURS

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
1 DAYS A WEEK

sale will be held
mber 6, from eigp.m., on the west
rt square to raise
service project.
of cake and peaved to the nine
eat by the hosLamb and Mrs.
Richerson won

BEI-ANI SHOPPING CENTER

PRICES GOOD THRU. SEPT.3 - SEPT. 9

Ready To Go

FRYERS

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

WHOLE

BAR-B4I

Lb.94
RIBS
FRYERS
Lb. 59C
SANDWICHES Nam 5/$1.00

Breast 59C
Legs 49c
Thighs 49;

FRYERS
greeting -Of
me Wagon
"The Most
et in the

1 introduce
community
ou on the
new and
dships.
•w in town,

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity:

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

WEDNESDAY — SEFTFAIBER 3. 1969

MURRAY. KIIINTIJCIT

WE NEVER CLOSE

Smith, president,
roll was called
es were read by
,
Mrs. Loretta
•eports were pr
roup. Mrs. Jeanie
on the service
e group decided
yground equipmeadise Friendly

—

Beef

Pcd`

LB. 33C

FAMILY PACK

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BUTTERNUT BROWN 'N' SERVE

HOSTESS ALL FLAVORS

SWISS MAKI
UIISID6A Hi
CJ
Ol EOAST
COUNTRY FRY STEAK 88C
% PORK LOINS
68t
69t
BACON
WEINERS
39C
ICE MILK
RUMP ROAST
LB. 98t
.00
JUICE
TOMA
TO
GAYETY
12/S1.00
3/$1.00 DOG FOOD
TOWEL
S
OD GIANT
.
010 CHIPS
49C
WHIP
OLEO PATTIES
Salad Dressing.
39t
NAVY BEANS
1.00
FLAKES
38
390 POTMORTONES
4EARs29.
CORN
$ 00
490
POTOES
LB 880

ICE ±CREAM

English Cut

1/2 GAL

e

LB.19C

LB
'

MOR R EL L 'S PALACE BRAND

Adams
e 153-23'18

TOMATO SAUCE ROSE DALE 4 oz.

10

LB. PKG.

LB

VANITY

JOHNSON'S

HYDE PARK

BISCUITS

120z. Pkq.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

Assorted Flavors

BONELESS

GAL

JACK SPRAT

8 oz. CAN

46 oz. CAN

FRUIT COCKTAIL L IBBY

160L 296
Can
v

341

POINTER
16 oz. CANS

ROLLS

MIRACLE

Twin Pac

•

COUNTRY STYLE 8 oz. EA.

ZESTEE

QT

KeijiG S

JACK SPRAT

MIXED VEGETABLES

r

lei

nn

15 oz. CANS 0/)i.UU

GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS
LB. '

18 oz. BOX

SU
I
I
F
SiA

NS

48

QT

BUSH

15 oz. CANS

D°Z

SWEET YELLOW

Chicken, Turkey, Beef

FOR

NOJIED

•

19 LB. BAG.

41.1•••••••••••••••

SALAD
DRESSING
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ing Your Blessings
Hemingway-The Man Idaho Knew So Well Count
Is a Lot More Pleas

1

by EU.IS LUCIA
Ceutrul Press Association
Correspondent
KE'TCHUM, Idaho — It has
been eight years this July since
"Thirty was written to the colorful career of one of this nations greatest autthors, yet this
historic mining and sheepherders' village still refuses to exploit the memory of Ernest
Hemingway.
Picturesque Ketchum, nestled
in a bowl of central Idaho's
Sawtooth Mountains, was long
Hemingway's private retreat,
and his final home. He loved the
rolling hills, the mountains and
the robust yet simple honesty
of the people. He called the
Sawtooths "the loveliest mountains that I know," The hills
reminded him of Spain, and so
did the Basque people who inhabit sections of Idaho. He
found good, lasting hunting
. rompanions in this outdoor
Wonderland. He also did some
• of his best writing there.
Hemingway first came to the
•
Sawtooths in 1939 as a guest
of the then-new Sun Valley
Lodge which stands at Ketchurn's outskirts. He had a rousing time hunting with newfound companions. In room 206
of the lodge he labored mornings on "For Whom the Bell
Tolls."

People liked his shyness, his
slight smile, his generosity and
efforts to be helpful, and his
love of fun. Many found it difficult to match this man with
the hard drinking, two-fisted
swashbuckler described in popular profiles about him.. He
never pushed his books, although he gave his autograph
humbly and gladly, as though
to do so were a great honor.
The only book he presented to
the local library was about water birds, and was unsigned. He
shunned public appearances, the
only one on record was before
a church youth group of a
neighboring town.
• • •

This simple memorial is the
tribute of Ketchum, Idaho,
to its most famous citizen—
Ernest Hemingway,

mainstream of admirers and
camp followers who sought to
THE following autumn the
exploit him. Hemingway was a
barrel-chested author-adventurworld celebrity — something he
er was back. This season he
grew to hate. Idaho was his es' hunted with actor Gary Cooper cape
from high adventure, his
- in what grew into a close, durShangri-la where he could re' able friendship. And Ketchum
lax and be himself among good
had the unique experience of
friends. The world knew the
seeing the launching of a liter- myth;
Idaho knew the man.
ary milestone about the Spanish
• • •
Civil War, with both the author
IN LATE YEARS, the Nobel
and the actor to play the motion picture lead in their midst. prize winning novelist was a familiar figure on Ketchum's main
From then on, Sun Valley street.
Its citizens treated him
held a special place in Heming- as just
another member of the
way's heart. He had always community,
and Hemingway
been partial to the American
loved it. They called him "Mr.
West, hunting in Wyoming and Hemingway
" and "Ernie." The
Montana,before discovering the affectionate
term "Papa" was
Sawtooths He traveled the
reserved for a handful of close
world, professed great love for
friends. If people read his books,
Spain and Cuba, but always they
were unimpressed. One
came back to Idaho.
cowboy asked if he wrote westYet Hemingway wrote little erns. That he was a craokerabout this place. keeping it pri- jack sportsman drew more
vate, well-removed from the 'points locally.
•

•

a•

••

Janet Leigh
For TV Film

Betz in 'FBI'
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - can Betz, who won the Emmy
Janet Leigh will star in a 90- or his defunct "Judd
for the
minute_ production for ABC- Defense" series this year,
will.
TV's "Movie of the Week Se- appear in a
segment of "The
)ies" in "Honeymoon with a FBI.Stranger."
* * *
* * *

Bermuda's Parliament was the
first to be established in the
British Colonial Empire.

TODAY, Heming-way buffs
and curious tourists find it difficult to believe he was ever
here. It is far removed from the
things he wrote about--Spain,
Cuba, Africa, and Paris. They
seek out the grave in the little
Ketchum cemetery, near those
of two hunting pals of many
years. They look for his house,
where Mary Hemingway still
lives part of the time. And, they
visit the simple yet tasteful
memorial along Trail Creek,
erected by Ketchum friends.
Ketchum is sometimes accused of forgetting Hemingway,
since there is no sign at the
town entrance "Home of Ernest Hemingway" and no markers pointing out his house,
grave and memorial. There
aren't any picture postcards,
cheap souvenirs, photographs
book displays, or a bar called
"Papa's Place." The Hemingway
home is not open for tours, as
Is the place in Cuba. Yet each
citizen has his own stories, and
in time these may become a
legend. They respect Mary's
feelings, and those of son Jack,
who also resides here.
liegiingway's love for Idaho
was ekpressed years ago in the
eulogy he wrote foi: a friend
killed while hunting. The words
are now a part of his own memorial on Trail Creek:.
-Best of all he loved the fall
. . . the leaves yellow on the
cottonwoods . . . leaves floating
on the trout streams . . . And
above the hills the high blue
windless sky . . Now he will
be a part of them forever."

Self-Director
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Fess Parker will direct himself
and the rest of the cast in an
qpisode of "Daniel Boone."
*

*

*

San Francisco was originally
The Golden Gate Bridge was known as Yerba Buena, Spanopened in 1937 after nearly ish for "good herb,- a small
seven years of difficult construc- mint-like plant early explorers
tion.
found.

'Hard Day at the Office'
Will Be Hard To Explain

ant

COLLEGE STATION, Tex
.(UPI) — When the summer is
'rust right and
mosquitoes
swami, Dr. Darryl Sanders of
Texas A az M University wades
right in, bares an arm, and offers the pests a succulent
lunch.
Sanders says he sheds blood
for science to find the Achillts
heel of the insects by keeping
count of them.
The economic impact would
be tremendous on the cattle
Industry alone. Each year hundreds of cattle bedeviled by
mosquitoes die, and vacationers
stay home.
"We're looking for weak
links in the life cycle where
the mosquitoes might be susceptible to some cultural practice," Sanders says. "We know
we can kill them with insecticides. The question is whether
we can afford to."
So far, the study has been
aimed at establishing the normal biological conditions of the
bug.
The primary mosquito along
the Texas coast is the "aedes
solicitans" which lays eggs on
the ground. The eggs do not
hatch until high tides or heavy
rains accompany warm temperatures.
Sanders said the eggs are
biologically clever. Like some
cold capsules, they are equipped with "timers" which al-

Roddy Hates
To Be Typed
MEXICO CITY ( UP I ) —
Roddy McDowell has a notion
that success makes its own
problems for actors. "The most
difficult thing for an actor to
overcome is success," he says.
McDowell, who "me to
Mexico to film "Five Card
Stud," a Paramount picture
starring Dean Martin and Robert Mitchum, complained that
as soon as an actor is a success
in a part, producers only want
to give him similar parts, "and
there's no fun in that."
First, for the London-born
actor, was a series of successes
as a child actor ("How Green
Was My Valley," "My Friend
Flicks." "Son of Fury," "Lassie Come Home," etc.).
But growing up, he said.
"nobody in Hollywood realized
I wasn't a child actor anymore
and kept offering me roles for
a wide-eyed 12-year-old.
"But this is a crazy business.
When you're a success in a
dramatic role, producers think
of you in terms of straight dramatic parts afterwards and
you have to try to prove that
you can also do comedy )which
he's out to prove in "Five
Card
Stud,"). Then
when
you've been a success in a comedy role you have to prove all
over again that you can also
do drama."
McDowell is a man of many
parts. He is a top photographer and a contributing editor
to Harper's Bazaar, and has
had photo spreads in national
magazines.
He is a dyed-in-the-wool
old movie buff and has a tremendous collection of autographs of movie stars going
back to the days of the silent_s.
plus a collection of memorabilia such as silent star Milton
Sills' contract with Warner
Brothers, Maude Adams' pantaloons and Stan Laurel's hat.
"You know." McDowell said
with a smile, "the other day
Mr. Hathaway (the director)
had me dashing out of a saloon, jump on a horse and go
galloping off. I started laughing when I suddenly realized
'this is just like being in the
movies.'"

law some eggs to hatch earliv:
than others.
Included in the eight species of mosquitoes found along
the coastal region is the
-Southern House" mosquito.
Possibly the most dangerous,
this insect is the primary carrier of encephalitis and prefers
humans, birds and horses over
cattle.
Sanders says his method of
counting mosquitoes is really
quite simple. He bares an arm
and counts the number of
mosquito landings per minute.
Or, he counts the number
that land on the front of his
shirt. Sanders says counts up
to 200 per minute have been
made after hurricanes.
"After these storms, they'll
move out of the marshes—
maybe 20 miles into populated
areas. It's then that the mosquito control districts have to
create some sort of barrier
strip with insecticides,
he
says.

BRIBE CHARGE— Harry Lightstone (above), 61, was suspended from his $18,928-ayear job as general counsel
for the Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission after he
was arrested in New York
City by the FBI on charges
of bribery. He is free under
$50,000 personal bond, which
requires no cash payment.

J AMESTOWN, N.Y. (15PI)— an $18 million plant here.
"Ozone is an innovation that
Would you believe a business
office where you can dial your will be in general use in future
own climate, while music and offices. Encountered at high
fragrance fill the air, and
background lighting makes you altitudes, it is the reason why
think of wafting tree branches mountain air is so stimulating.
Easily generated electrically, it
and intermittent clouds?
That's the pleasant picture also sterilizes and purifies the
of the office of tomorrow
"Engineers are exploring the
drawn by an industry executive
who says-that if present trends use of fragrances, Faint odors
continue, all office employes introduced experimentally into
will work in a single open area air system indicate that femal
landscaped by arranging furni- workers like floral fragrance*
ture according to working while men prefer spicy scents
groups.
"Background lighting w ill
"The individual will be able slowly fluctuate up and down
to control his own environment in alternate areas with slowly
with an ultra-violet sun changing patterns of pastel
lamp, a radiant heating lamp, hues and shadows—suggesting
a cool airflow louver, a humid- the effect of wafting tree
ity control, a rheostat spotlight branches a n d intermittent
for reading and a choice of clouds."
three types of background muAs for the boss, Henderson
sic," says C. F. Henderson, vice says, he'll still be working
at a
president of Art Metal, Inc., desk, but it'll be
a small table
manufactUrer of office furni- top for reading
and writing,
ture, which recently completed with nothing beneath
it.

SWANNS MARKET
WHERE SHOPPING IS A PLEASURE ...
NEVER A TASK!!
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WASHINGTON (UPI) — Rep.
Paul
Findley, R-111., wants
President Thdon to try to
establish a "hot line" with
mainland China, just as he has
with Russia. Findley, member
of the House Foreign Affairs
Committee, also said Nixon
should promote U.S.-China talks
on arms limitations, exchange
of ambassadors and negotiations
the release of
for
prisoners. In a letter to Nixon,
Findley said the United States
should not work with Russia in
seeking a military advantage
over China and should not
keep
trying to keep China out of the
United Nations.

Imogene To Guest
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Imogene Coca will appear next
season in a guest role in an episode of the new television series,
"Love, American Style."

es your excuse?

074•

Ad,,ortiunt contribultd for Ihe **bloc geed
0.-.
1

Co-Star
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Oliver Reed will co-star with
Samantha Eggar in Anatole Lityak's "The Lady in the Car'
for Columbia Pictures,
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Broadway
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By JACK GAVER
UPI Drama Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)—George
M. would have loved "George
M!," new hit musical at the
Palace Theater that is based
on the career and the songs of
Broadway's one-time "Yankee
Doodle Dandy."
George M. Cohan would have
loved the show because of the
exposure given his songs, the
sparking, cocky interpretation
of his own cocky self by Joel
Grey and the snap-cracklepop staging by Joe Lay
ton
much in the spirit of the speed
and sharpness that Cohan imparted to his own shows.
"George M!" hits the high
spots of the late showman's
career from
his
teen-age
vaudeville days, through his
early and long domination of
the New York stage when he
was "the man who owned
Broadway," to the final years
when the parade had passed
him by.
The script by Michael Stewart and John and Fran Pascal is little more than a framework on which to hang the
Cohan songs. It doesn't intrude too much because director Layton doesn't permit it to
get in the way any more than
is absolutely necessary to make
a biographical point from
which to proceed with song
and dance.
This is just about the most
notable job of staging a musical in years. He has done some
gctd things before, but this is
the best Layton has turned
out. You have to see the show
to appreciate how much he has
done to fashion a rousing entertainment out of a welter of
undisciplined material.
As his own choreographer,
Layton has blended dancing
and mere movement in such a
fashion that you are almost
unaware of dance numbers as
such, although they are there.
He has used his ensemble people in such varied ways that
there seems almost to be no
chorus at all.
As for Joel Grey in the Cohan role, the only word is fantastic. This small, dynamic 36year-old, up and down in show
business like a yo-yo since he
was a lad, finally, like Cohan,
"owns Broadway." He will be
remembered as the featured
player in "Cabaret" two years
ago who turned out to be the
real star of that hit in his role
as the mincing, decadent night
club master of ceremonies in a
Berlin dive of 1930.
Grey has captured enough of
the Cohan mannerisms to lend
some exterior authenticity to
his interpretation, but the major contribution is from within. Cohan, for all his success
and power, was not generally
regarded as a likeable fellow.
He was self-centered, an egoist to the extreme and he could
be a little ruthless in business.
Gref brings out all of this, yet
he accomplishes it without
making you hate the character.
The entire company assembled by producers David Black,
Konrad Matthaei and Loren E.
Price is remarkably talented
and personable.
It is impossible here to give
enough credit to Jerry Dodge,
Betty Ann Grove and Bernadette Peters as Cohan's father, mother and sister and his
vaudeville partners; to Jamie
Donnelly as Ethel Levy, the
first Mrs. Cohan; to Jill
O'Hara as his second wife; to
Harvey Evans as Cohan's producing partner, Sam Harris; to
Jacqueline Alloway as Fay
Templeton. a great star of the
early part of the century.
If it's bold, fast entertainment you want, "George M!"
Is the answer.
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PICNIC'S 47
Field Extra Tender
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WIENERS

THE POPULAR FOODS- - -AT POPULAR
PRICES

PIE SHELLS
Morton
POT PIES e...4

SHORT

2 in pkg. 21J4

chkk. _ _ _ 8. 2
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Steakettq89iRibs
FIELD 'ARCHON MEATS
Beef
Patties
690

911e
R

Frosty Seas

FISH STEAK

2 lbs.

8ge

FriskAirliERRIES
S

10-oz.

29'

Lean; All- Beef

LIVER CHEESE

BABY
F°. 39e
Frosty LIMAS
---10-ox. 2 F°. 49*
si AcilsiR A whole _
MARTHA WHITE FLOUR
10-oz,

—

REYNOLD'S., WRA
100.*
AN EXTRA GOOD BOY • * ,
g 290

INSTANT

1,2-lb. box

MAXWELL HOUSE

'
79

48 count 6r
Tri

Mrs. Hubbard's - 1 rtoz, to box

LUCKY PIES

3 boxes 79*

Pure Vegetable

SNOWDRIFT SHORTENING
3-16. can 65*

SUNSHINE

10-oz. jar

OATMEAL
COOKIES

BISCUITS

4 FOR 39'

22-oz.

49*
MOONKIST

KEEBLER
FIG BARS, 16-oz.

Dixie Belle - 1 -lb. box

CRACKERS

CAMPBELL'S

19*

TOMATO SOUP
10 3/4 or.

GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE

2ctru'r
DRIVE
CAREFULLY

2 oz

SWAN LIQUID

LOAF

6-oz. pkg

MIX or MATCH

10-lb. bag 991E‘

. ,i
*

6-oz. pkg.

BOLOGNA

Plain or Self-Rising

lik

6 -oz. pkg.

TWIST LOAF

Frosty Acres

, Ar

Seasoned, Ready to Broil or Fry

LEAN BEEF
Braise, Broil or
Bar-84

Pet Ritz

Giant
size

We love our

customers!

SWANSDOWN

CAKE MIX
White, Yellow,
Devil Food

3/890

HUNT'S
YELLOW CLING
THE FAMILY WILL ENJOY
U.S. No. 1 Red

TURNIP

49'

))•

GREENS
25'

S4.49)

10-lb. hag

49'

-- lb.

19'

lb.

25'

Thompson White Seedless
Lotion Mild

30

bath size

JERGEN'S SOAP
3/25*
SENTENCED FOR TELLING--A
daughter of former Greek
dictator Gen. Stylianos Gonatos. Mrs. Angelika Mangekis. 43. stande in a military
court in Athens after being
sentenced to four years imprisonment for telling foreign newsmen police were
torturing her husband, an
Athens university professor.
She was accused of spreading Woe rumors.
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Downtown Shopping
Plenty of Free Parking
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Ten Persons

Searchers Find

N3ori

(Continued From Page One)

Dead Sea in Israeli-occupied
E. B. Brandon and Ruby Jordan.
Brefracion to Gerald H. RicherArab tribesmen joined hun*"; property on North 16th dreds of Israeli troops and poWest.
lice in the search for Pike. He
W. B. Gunton to W. A. Elk- licopters whirled over the aera,
ins and Betty June Elkins; honeycombed with caves and
twenty acres in Calloway Coun- dried stream beds which makes
ty.
detection from the air very difE. ficult.
Administrator, Donald
Jones, of Veterans Affairs to
Sohn J Ford; power of attorPolice said the oar broke
ney and delegation of author- down and the couple began
ity.
walking until Pike became exhausted and collapsed. Mrs.
Grover W. James to Gerald Pike continued on alone until
H. Richereon; 2.53 acres o n she reached Bethlehem. The
Murray and Hazel Highway.
searcb for her husband was
Harold Mohundro to James D. startekl immediately.
Futrell; property in Calloway
Mrs. Pike was brought to
County.
Jerusalem later and was reJackie Burkeen and Shirley ported under sedation today in
Burkeen to Bunny Bread, Inc.; a hotel.
lot in Wildwood Commercial
A U.S. spokesman in JerusaSubdivision.
lem said there was hope Pike
might be found alive and specMilburn Outland and Ola ulated the churchman could
Outland to Joseph Cleo Hen- have crawled into one of the
don and Janet Carol Hendon; caves to find shelter from the
lot in Keeneland Subdivision sun.
The couple was spending a
Harold Mohundro to Robert
*son Mohundro; property on month in Israel to study origins
of Christianity.
llittrray-Pottertown Road.
Local residents said it was
Smithwood Development unlikely Pike could survive in
Corp., Inc., Fiume B. Morrison the desert more than 24 hours
of Clarksville, Tenn.; L68 acres without water. They said the
at intersection of Kline Boat area is honeycombed with caves
Dock Road and Morgan Boat and that if Pike had crawled into one of them to escape the
Dock Road.
World Land, LTD, Inc., to sun it might be days before
Eukley Roberts and Thelma Ro- searchers found him.
berts; lot in Baywood Vista
Temperatures in the area
were reported around 105 deSubdivision.
grees.
Irene Steely to Katie Rose
Linn; lot in Whitnell and Grogan Fairground Addition.
Linus Spiceland and Estelle
Spiceland to Clyde Spiceland
and Blanche Spiceland; property in Calloway Coupty.
Dan W. Miller saki Patricia (Continued From Page One)
Ann- Miller to Thomas'E. Montgomery and Nina G. Nontgom- Wells, Kay Chalker, Pat Glover,
ery; lot on Dodson Street.
Sandy Glover, Ann Hunt PowGuy Spann and Larue D. ers, Sharon Vaughn, Mary Ann
Spann to Donald M. Heitig and Doughday, Barbara Bolen, Mary
Carmon S. Heilig; lot on Cal- Beth Carrico, Jeannie Higgins,
loway Avenue.
Becky Edwards,-and Sylvia CarBernice Hale Task of New rico.
_
Orleans, La., to Etta,Roach of Coaches were Tommy OarNew Orleans, La.; two lots in. rico, Gene Woods, and Rd
Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision. Cheely.

Murray learn

(Continued Preen Pena One)
office on the second floor. A
Coke machine in the faculty
lounge was broken into with
amount of the money taken un
known. The money box was
missing, according to the police report.

PAC

Medical Monitor To Keep Constant "Eye"
On Patients, Twenty-Four Hours a Day

By JAMES N. MILLER
Central Press Association
Correspondent
HUNTSVILLE, Alabama —
Time is coming when a hospital
patient, wearing a wrist radio,
may call for help before he realizes it.
A miniaturist electronic signal transmitter and receiver de0
4
Federal State Market News vdcped here by. Boeing, may
if
• I
9-3-69
PurKentucky
one
day
post
;Service,
invisible nurses
chase Area Hog Market Report on 24-hour-duty at hospital bedsides.
'Includes 10 Buying Stations.
With their everyday use, no
Receipts 1256 Head, Barrows
and Gilts Steady; Sows, Steady longer would a patient have to
experience icy fingers taking
,to 25 cents Higher.
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $25.25-25.75, his pulse at early hours in the
Few 1-2 $26.00; morning. Instead, an automatic
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $24.75-25.26; patient-monitor would gather
eire"4
,
""
and transmit such important
US 2-4 230-260 lbs $24.25-24.75;
medical data as pulse and temUS 3-4 250-280 lbs $23.75-24.26; perature from a hospital patient
SOWS:
to a central nursing control staUS 1-2 270-350 lbs $21.75-22.75, tion.
Few Select $23.75;
There, using equipment deUS 1-3 300-550 lbs $21.25-22.25, veloped for the space program,
US 2-3 4.50-650 lbs $20.25-2125. medical personnel could oversee Each patient continuously
and could respond instantly a,
an emergency might require
• *
TO NAME CABINET
KEY to the system is rapid
advancement in micro-circuitry
ACCRA, Ghana (UP!)— Dr. and in data transmission and
Katie Busia, leader of Ghana's handling techniques on the
newly elected civilian govern- Apollo-Saturn-5 program.
"The medical monitor," acment, will name his cabinet
Thursday, political sources said cording to Kenneth Skinner,
Boeing scientist, "is not intendtoday.
patients will wear this emergency wrist-radio armlet
ed as a substitute for direct Soon hospital
shows
radio that permits patient to call for immediate
Center,
top
medical attention. But it was
Busi's progress party scored designed to extend control in help. Left is girl operator on central control station which gets
a landslide victory Saturday in one of today's most demanding the call. Size of clerics is about that of a package of cigarettes.
Ghana's first free elections in professions."
information is printed out on ceited developments could reThe equipment for the moni- the same strip cparts that doc- duce the size of the units, in13 years which signaled the end
of the nation's military regime. tor is divided into two sub-sys- tors presently ue, or the infor- crease the number of physiotems, one for the patient, and mation is displdyed on an os- logical measurements covered,
Speaking in Accra Monday the other for the central control cilloscope.
and expand the control station
night, Busia said he would station. Radio links the two.
The control ptation operator equipment. He adds: "We feel
demand honesty and integrity
The patient's unit is about uses selection switches, enabling the system will provide any
from all members of his the size of a pack of cigarettes. him to dial to ,specific patients medical requirement for which.
government and pledged to It is powered by a battery. The on the circuit.'Future installa- a sensor can be devised."
unit is strapped to the patient's tions could be prOVided with
Looking to the future, the
fight corruption.
arm or leg, and tiny wires ex- banks of equIpmenf which dis- day may come when everybody
tend to skin-surface sensors play continuous patient-condi- will wear a wrist-monitor, which
which report on six physio- Lion information,will be tied into a- computer at
logical conditions—three for the
So designed is the new sys- a doctor's office. This could lead
A166114418 a factor in more heart, two for temperature arid tern that computers could be to an interesting shift in the
one for blocel'pressure.
tied in to keep records on pa- standard doctor-patient relathan half of all auto accidents,
• S *
tient condition to a/trt a nurse tionship. Imagine a doctor callsays the 'California State AutoNO NEEDLES or implanted to any patient's emergency ing to say, "You'd better hurry
mobile Association.
to the office. You don't feel
probes are used. Upon command need for attention,
from the central control station„ Skinner says more sophisti- well"!

Purchase Area
Hog Market

MOURNING FOR ROCKY --- The parents anid brothers of
former World Heavyweight Champion Rocky Marciano show
their sorrow in the boyhood home, Brockton, Mass., of the
undefeated boxer. Marciano Was killed with two others in
a plane crash in Iowa. From left are Louis Marchegiano,
Mrs. Lena Marchegiano, Perry and Peter Marchegia.no.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Sink in middle
4-Note of scale
6-Winged
11.Gain
13-Thin coating of
wood
15-Old pronoun
16-Act of wearing
away
18-A state (abbr.)
point
-Compass
19
21-Appellation of
Athena
22-Lamb's pen
name
24-Small rugs
26 Tardy
28 Wager
29 Chemical
compound
31 Burrowing
animal
33-Sun god
34-War god
36-Rodents
38-Cornuncteon
40-Datum
42-Memoranda
45-Meadow
47-Chief executive
(abbr.)
49-Girl's name
50-Obst ructs
52-Dineesge
54-Parent
(colloq )
55 Mans
nickname
56-Bishop
59,A state
(abbr )
61.Recover
63-Smaller
65-Tears
66-Teutonic deity
67-Attempt

3-Proceed
4-Unit of Italian
currency
5-Coral island
6-Flyer
7-Sign of
zodiac
8-Girl's name
9-Symbol for
tellurium
10-Weirder
12-Symbol for iron
14-Lasso
17-Juncture
20-Girl's name
23-Measure of
weight (abbr )
24-Pronoun
25-Slave
27-Verve
30-Harvest
32-Short jacket
35-Sifts
37 Cease

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

00U SOUU0 GOO
OW 00000 000
DOODOMO Emma
mama OUUM
MOM moommu
mum ammo nm
OUR ORMI10 000
GO 61000 MOW
mannama nage
apes MOO
DOOM NOMOUOD
QOM
OOP

maaue gem
nos Immo

38 More ancient
39-Schoolbook
41-River duck
43-Rubber on
pencil
44-A continent
(abbr )
46 Part of to be"

48 Declare
51 Reach across
53 Mix
57 Free of
58 Printer's
Measure

60 Sob
62 Earth goddess
64 Pronoun

DOWN
1 Secret agent
2-Places for
combat

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate,
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SOCIAL
SECURITY
Questions and
Answers

"YOU KNOW, A LOT OF PEOPLE TALK ABOUT THE POLICE," the Governor sai,d, during a quiet interlude
with "Trooper Island's" mouthful charges, "and I hope that when you go home you'll tell your friends how nice the
troopers were to you and what a good attitude they had toward you."

FILM FOR FUNDS
The life and times of "Trooper Island", the State
Police-Child Welfare summer Camp for underprivileged
youth in Clinton County's Dale Hollow Reservoir recently fell under the searching eye of the wideangle lens.
A sport-shirted corps of professional cameramen with a
jumble of movie making equipment followed a weeklong schedule of shooting everything in sight on the
island.

The product will be a film which will be used to support future appeals for contributions to maintain the
island encampment and help the State Police meet the
cost of constructing needed facilities. Sponsored by the
Department of Public Information, the unusual film is
scheduled for release in early October.
Featured in the film was Gov. Louie B. Nunn and an
enthusiastic cast of nearly 40 young boys from the
Ashland-Morehead-Prestonsburg area. Leading a group
of newsmen, state officials and local citizens, the Governor stopped off on the island for a noon-day barbecue
and a tour of the campsite on the occasion of his recent
visit to Clinton County to announce plans for a new
state park in Dale Hollow Reservoir.

1

two terms that need to be looked at more closely. These terms
are "appropriate facility" and
'locality." They were put into
the law to avoid any arbitrary
limit on the number of miles
a patient can ride in an ambulance.

FEK

SI1OW
4*

START NEGOTIATIONS
LIMA (UP!)—. The
United
States and Peru have started a
third round of negotiations on4
the exprlpriation of the International
Petroleum
Co., a
subsidiary of Standard Oil of
New Jersey.
President
Nixon's special
representative, New York lawyer John Irwin, met in LiM2
Monday
with
a
Peruvian
delegation
headed by Gen.
Marco Fernandez Baca, head of
the government-owned company
managing the expropriated IPC
property.
Talks earlier this year here
and in Washington failed to
solve the expropriation Oct. 9.

The term "locality" means
Question: My mother had a the area around the hospital
medical condition that required or nursing home from which
her to be taken to the hospital patients normally come, or are
bas par, expected to come, for medical
by ambeaapen,
:
.
a hos- service's
practices
in
sonal doctor
pital about 75 miles from her
The term "appropriate facilhome, she was taken there inity"
means that the hospital or
her
in
hospital
the
stead of to
home town. Now Medicare says nursing home has the necessary
they won't help pay for the services, supplies, and staff to
provide the medical care called
ambulance. How come?
Answer: Since you say that for by the patient's illness.
Likewise, ambulance transporthe ambulance was medically
necessary for your mother, our tation from a hospital (or nursguess is that the hospital where ing home) to the patient's resiher physican practices is out- dence is covered if the residence
Hot breads will keep their
side the "locality" of her resi- is in the normal service area of
dence, and that the hospital in the hospital or nursing home, warmth longer if the roll or bun
her home town had "appropriate and the three conditions listed basket is lined with aluminum
foil before adding the napkin
facilities" for treating her par- above are met.
Our advice would be to check and the breads.
ticular illness. Of course, it
might be that the vehicle that with the carrier that denied
The use of DDT has declined
book her to the hospital didn't your claim, or with the social
security office. They can pro- since 1959 when domestic use
qualify as an "ambulance."
Payment can be made by the bably tell you exactly why Me- reached a record high of almost
medical insurance part of Medi- dicare didn't pay for the am- 79 million pounds.
care for ambulance services on- bulance service.
ly if three conditions are met.
Basically, these are:
1. The vehicle used as an
,40.11MI
ambulance, and the persons in
the ambulance who are responsible for taking care of the patient, meet certain health and
safety requirements.
2. The use of an ambulance
is medically necessary, that is,
the patient's condition is such
that no other type of transportation could be used without endangering his health.
3. The patient is taken to the
nearest hospital in the same
locality that has appropriate
facilities.
Let's look at condition miniber one first. An "ambulance"
is a specially-equipped vehicle
(it could be an automobile, or
even a boat or a plane in some
places), which is used to transport sick or injured people. To
qualify under Medicare standards, it has to have patient care
equipment such as a teacher,
clean linen-5, first aid supplies,
oxygen equipment, etc., and the
people in the ambulance who
take care of the patient must
have proper training in first
aid.
The second condition doesn't
need much explanation. If the
patient has an illness that requires the special kind of transportation provided by an ambulance, then the charge for
the ambulance will be covered
(provided the otter two conditions are met). If any other kind
of transportation would do In
place of an ambulance, then
the ambulance service isn't
Phone 753-5545
North 4th Street
covered.
The third ror.dition involves

FROZ
FROST

ORAN
FROST
FISH
PET RIT
SHEL
PET RI1
CHER
TASTE

BREA

CUT RI'

MEETING PLANNED
A Meeting Will Be Held On
Thursday at 7:00 p.m.

BUSH

relative to organizing a non-profit
credit and collection agency in Murray.
All merchants who desire to be a
part of this agency are urged to be
present.

ii

This agency is designed for the
merchant and is a non-profit venture
to aid in the collection of debts and
the spotting of deadbeats.

,

LANDING ON "TROOPER ISLAND"
after a five-mile barge ride from Wisdotit Boat Dock is always a big event
for each week's new crop of youthful
campers. Calling the signals as the
barge inches shoreward for a landing
almost under the eaves of the camp
messhall is KSP Lt. Spercel Fayne.

WEDNESDAY — SEPTEMBER 3, 1960

as,

14

A SHARP EYE AND A STRAIGHT, EVEN PULL is the stuff
which champion archers are made of. Standing by to advise one
youthful camper as he draws a bead on the small, black bullseye is
one of "Trooper Island's" five fulltime counselors who are draw-n
from the Child Welfare Department and ranks of the Kentucky
State Police.

OIL

Cli

BUSH C
SHRED[

Meeting Will Be Held At

TV SERVICE CENTER

# I CAN
4111111•11i
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FINE FOODS FOR FINE FQLKS
OPEN Ill 9 P.M. JoIj

Day

GROUND BEEF
390
LB

WE
FEATURE

re"

lie armlet
immediate
which gets
cigarettes.

could reunits, inof physios covered,
rol station
"We feel
ovide any
for which
5ed."
uture, the
everybody
Litor, which
griputer at
could lead
iift in the
lent relaloctor call'Ater hurry
don't feel

I

SMOKE D

KR EY ALL MEAT

'CHUCK
ROAST

Oat
meal or Hydra
PORK
&
BEANS
STARCH
21ii
550
3
22 oz.

keep their
roll or bun
aluminum
the napkin

as declined
mestic use
.1 of almost

COUNTRY STYLE

FROZEN FOODS
FROSTY ACRES

the
kture

6 oz.

111.

3/5R

COLONIAL
BREAD
4/$1 00

8 oz 3/$1.00
2 in a PACK
3/$1.00

11.

20 OZ.
3/$190

BREADED COD

2 LB.

99

•

I 1/4 lb. LOAF

CUT RITE

WAX PAPER
IVORY
125 FT. 290 DOG
FO
OD
LIQUID
GREEN BEANS
160z.4/35
CRISCO LIMA TISSUE SALMON COFFEE
BEANS
750
39C 150
690
KRAUT CATSUP OLEO PEANUT BUTTER
100
115
•IcAN2/250
890
0303 CAN 190

AR GO GREEN

38„

and

•SMS

i=mnims&

BUSH CHOPPED OR
SHREDDED

*303 CAN

DEL MONTE

26 OZ

•

CAMPBELLS TOMAT 0

46 ,0

CAN

FARM FRESH PRODUCE

TASTE-O-SEA

OIL

p303 CAN

3/$100

BUSH

be a
D be

CHERRIES 2/44 PING
P6iG
SOUP
2/29C 20
p

y„p CHOICE

TONY

rofit
Aur-

450

LB

MUSELMANS PIE

SUGAR RING
LEMON RING
COCONUT BAR

23 ozii.59c

PICNIC
L, 590

NABISCO'

22 oz

ORAN
GE JUICE
FROSTY SEA
FISH STICKS
PET RITZ
SHELLS
PET RITZ
CHERRY PIE

210

FIELDS SMOKE D

RIBS

LB. 5
90

FAUL TLESS SPRAY

year here
failed to
ion Oct. 9.

LB. 490

SWIFTS PREMIUM PR OT EN

YOUR CHOICE

s special
York lawit in Lima
Peruvian
by Gen.
ca, head of
d company
iriated LPC

FRYERS

BEEF... .TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

SUNSHINE

e
United
2 started a
tiations onG0
the InterCo., a
trd Oil of

BALOGNA

PORK CHOPS
.99

BLADE CUT

de

1 WHOLE

110

QT

CHAR MIN

ANGLER PINK

4 R OLLS

1 LB CAN

COUNTRY PATTIE

PAL

1 12 16.
PATTY

FOLGERS

b

2

LB

1/2

jAR

RED POTATOES
CAULIFLOWER
ONIONS YELLOW
DAMSONS MICHIGAN
BANANAS
WATERMELONS TENNESSEE HOME GROWN
CHOCOLATE BANANA
COCONUT

10 LB.

49

39c
3 LB.

1R

LB 19C

1O
39t& UP
LB.

MOONKIST UNSWEETENED

OR
AN
JUI
GE
CE
JUMBO
43C
PIES
MAYONNAISE
3/$1266
QT 55C
46 oz.

KR AFT

KRAFT COOK'NG

DETERGENT

DELITED BLACKBERRY

BOLD JAM
690 29C
1
CHI
#300 LI TOWELS BEANS
cEeLo
3/$100
430
OIL

GIANT

KELLYS

GAL A

12 oz.

GREAT NORTHERN

CAN

2. LB.
BAG290

2 ROLL

•
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Washington Window
By FRANK ELEAZER

WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
last thing the U.S. Capitol
By DOUG ANDERSON
needed was more stuffy old
there is
monuments. And
general agreement now that
United Press International
Hawaii didn't send any.
It has taken a while for the
The question of U.S. troop
Southeast locals to make up their minds.
withdrawals from
Asia was a focus of attention Initially the topless giant and
this week in peaceful Paris as bottomless priest installed by
well as in embattled Saigon and the 50th state on April 15 as its
contributions to the Capitol's
worried Bangkok.
At week's end U.S. peace statuary
hall left amateur
negotiator Henry Cabot Lodge critics in a state of cultural
Indicated to Communist spokes- shock.
men in the French capital that
The consensus now among
further cutbacks in American passing tourists and congresstrength in Vietnam will await sional regulars is that Hawaii's
a reduction in Red military two statues are the best thing
activity.
that has happened to the
"The President has decided Capitol since Brumidi painted
to defer a decision regarding an undraped mermaid in wet
additional U.S. troop replace- plaster up under the dame.
ments until we can further
The footsore sightseer, after
evaluate your recent military all, can stand just so many
particular the frock-coated
activity, in
and
statesmen
recent wave of attacks, and uniformed generals. To paraexamine potential activity in phrase a current high office
the future," Lodge told North holder, when you have een one
Vietnamese and Viet Cong marble
you
excongressman
representatives at the Paris have seen them all.
peace talks.
Since 1864 each state has
Earlier in the week, State been privileged to enshrine two
Department officials had denied of its heroes in the semicircular
rumors that troop withdrawals hall that formerly was the
bad been suspended because House chamber. On the basis of
they might endanger President the visual evidence to date,
Nguyen Van Thieu's Saigon state authorities generally get
regime. '
pretty up-tight at the responsiIn Washington, the State bility of selecting and memoriaDepartment hinted that North lizing their fallen leaders.
Vietnam was in effect withAside from Will Rogers
drawing troops from South (Oklahoma), Robert E. Lee
Vietnam by reducing its infil- (Virginia), Robert Fulton and
tration of the southern provin- his steamboat (Pennsylvania),
ces. The Defense Department and Huey P. Long (Louisiana),
conceded that infiltration this few of the multiton entries
year is less than last year, but excite
passing
more than
questioned the significance of attention from other than their
the reduction.
own homefolks amongst the
Around The World:
multitudes herded daily sy
MOSCOW- Tension continu •
high on the Sino-Soviet border.
The Communist organ Pravda
hinted darkly at the possibility
of war, saying the use of
nuclear
weapons would be
inevitable and that the conflict
"would not spare a single
continent,"
PITTSBURGH- Negro street
protests forced suspension of all
major construction work in this
Pennsylvania metropolis. Angry
white workers picketed city
hall, saying "Wallace in '73."
DUBLIN - Irish Premier John
Lynch proposed negotiations for
a merger between the Irish
Republic and Northern Ireland
to end what he described as the
"unnatural and unjustifiable"
partition of the Emerald Isle.
NEW ORLEANS- A federal
appeaLs court granted a delay
in court-ordered desegregation
in 30 Mississippi school districts. Civil rights lawyers
predicted there would be a
wave of requests for similar
delays all over the South.

guides through the Capitol
corridors,
Kings, though, are even
scarcer here than postal pay
cuts, and when you ran across
one 8 1/2 feet tall, bronze and
gold, and attired mostly in a
loin cloth that would barely
pass muster at the average
Mediterranean beach, you tend
to take notice.
This is Kamaehameha I, the
most revered of Hawaiians,
who took a bunch of warring
islands and welded them into a
kingdom that lasted until 1900,
when Hawaii became a territory of the United States.
Anybody who misses the king
on a tour of the Capitol has to
be too far gone to see anything
and may as well turn himself in
to the motel pool for the rest of
the day.
As
Damien,
Father
for
Hawii's other memorial entry,
he was a priest who gave his
life to the care of outcasts in an
island leper colony. As reproduced here, he's got .leet, head,
and hat. But instead of a body
he's got a vast, squarish. . .tree
trunk.

by Dense Ilkomiakor

It was four weeks ago today
When you have a whole new that I was considering the econworld created for you, as I have, omic conditions as they are.
there is unlimited time to think (Considering it with the past,
of the past, consider the present, of course.) And I wrote what a
wonderful time it would now
and project the future.
If you tried to condense all uf be to freeze prices and wages
the things that have contributed for a ten year period. We have
to make Murray and Calloway never in history had it so good
County so successful into one and yet, inequities exist that
word-that one word would be should be worked on, not passed
COMPETITION
Without cone over. I scrapped the column only

{

Murray Loan Co. 14
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
Phone 753-2621

"Happening"!

ittk

MONS
v

U.S.D.A. GRADE A

Baking Hens

39c

4 L
& UP

PRICES EFFECTIVE 714RU
SAT., SEPT. 6TH

% LOIN SLICED

Pork Chops L.6

iced

L. 590
Spare Ribs
680
Cornish Hens 79C
Ocean Perch Lb 39c
Halibut Steaks .59C
Ground Chuck - 79C
Sliced Bacon
75(
Chuck Roast
18
Beef Liver

Country Style

BLADE CUT

Lb

Comet"denser

Chuck Roast

OZ33

"CI'

Fronts

CANS

frozen

LB.

Boneless Blade

68t

ARM CUT

Le

ENGLISH

1.6. 1

CUT

A&P

Lb

Crisp
CARROTS

BLADE CUT

CHUCK STEAK
*roe
*"

Assisawall•
_-.42J,P
-

g.(P."

...
O'CLOC

"

Likes Short Titles

EIGHT
O'CLOCK
1 Coffee Sale!

GREER FREESTONE

PEACHES

68
$
3 LB.

HOLLYWOOD
(UPI)
Producer Chuck Barris favors
shortening movie titles, chopping his own "Don't the Moon
Look Lonesome- to "Moon."

rpm

29 02
CANS

BAG

* * *

Melons

KEEP UP

Honeydew

JOIN UP

780
POTATOS 20 lb. Bag 94
10 tg 690
Fresh
BEANS.. ,... lb 19
Yellow Oniois
90
Parib ne Plums 2 29c

BETTY CROCKER
LAYER

Kleenex

Boutique
140 CI.

Facial Tissue
DIAL-A-TORNADO--When severe weather is reported in the
vicinity of,I.Ancoln. Ill., in the state's "tornado belt,'' a police-

man hurries up to the phone booth atop City Hall. If he
spots a telltale funnel-shaped cloud, he calls the alert to the
radio desk downstairs. The sturdy phone booth bolted to the
roof and the telephone were installed by General Telephone
of Illinois. It is not a pay phone.

ea'
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Cake Mixes
$ 00
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Dinner Napkins
Jumbo Towels
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WEDNESDAY- SEPTEMBER 3,
servation of these people, if they
chose to, they could move all of
their assets here and start a
bank larger than either of our
own. Fantastic! No, it is just a
beginning. Take a compass and
put a point in the middle of the
LBL and draw a circle with an
eighty mile diameter and you will
have the fastest growing section
of the United States for the next
thirty years.
Have you smiled GAO?

to have the most powerful figure of any county in the state of Kenin the U. S. A., George Meetly, tucky; always lending to the limit
advocating the same thing in to men with character and I'd
bet that there are a lot of grosubstance.
cery stores that have lost more
When one man can pick up money on bad debts than both
the telephone and announce to the banks combined
in the last
world that he is raising interest twenty-five years. It would be
rates to curb inflation and with- real interesting to know the facts.
in the span of a few hours or
I have met a lot of fine people
so, three other large hanks which that have bought lots and acrecontrol the big end of the flow ages in the Lake area to retire
of money do likewise, something on. From conversation and ob.
BIG is wrong with the world's
mightiest nation.
While on banks-when Glenn
Doran stepped in and made a
bank out of an institution, competition began. Let records speak
for themselves, we have had two
506 W. Main Street
of the most progressive banks

Where Fresh Things Are

Stickers Tell
MADRID (UPI) - First
a plastic Jesus for the dashboard,
then a toy dog to nod its head
from the back of the car, and
now the latest automotive fad
in Spain is rear window stickers
proclaiming the virtues and varieties of the nation's 50 provinces.
Provincial and proud by nature, a Spaniard may move to
the big city but his heart still
yearns for the pueblo. He softena
this yearning with a 12-inch
sticker to let drivers behind him
ow how great Malaga or Segovia or Asturias is.

petition there would be no need
ever to be courteous,any attempt
to give decent service, and you
could charge whatever you wanted to. Show me any new business
opening up without these qualities
in abundance and it is a marked
failure.

Let Me Write

um
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Jumbo S1
Rolh

Lb.

19 OZ
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Lbs
'

BOXES
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GOLD MEDAL

-SAVE 26t-

FLOUR
C

PLAIN OR
SELF-RISING

SAVE
UP TO

260 raw

GOLD MEDAL

K,

Rebel SST for 1970 Offers 390 V-8Rebel SST models for 1970 are available with
American Motors' highest-performance
engine-a 390 cubic inch four-barrel V-8
which develops 325-horsepower. The largest
engine previously available on the intermediate Rebel was a 340 cubic inch V-8. Six

Rebel models are offered, three in the base
series and three in the SST series. The Rebel
is slightly longer than its 1969 counterpart,
and features all now styling at the rear.
Shown is the Rebel SST two-door hardtop
with an optional black vinyl top

4,SO

FLOUR

Pt MN OR
SF L F.' RISING

c
IP

LB.
BAG

39c
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Without Coupon

6 Lb. SaH-Risina 654

Lima ; COUPON PER CUSTONIIR
COUPON NO 175 16902

794

ii
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;

nl I It THIS COUPON
REDEEMABLI ONLY AT Ai P FOOD STORES
COUPON Ex Pt RIES SAT.. SEPT.•
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PLUS FREE PENCIL BOX
24‘1111

JANE PARKER
"THORO-BUND"

White Bread

4,...
144
4
;

MIX
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A.- .
1)
.
..."'".......,„„...

Dove Liquid
22-01 BOTTLE

QT. BOTTLE
;
•

WITH COUPON BELOW
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POR RENT
POR RUNT
NICE SLEEPING rooms for TWO-BEDROOM trailer, air conboys, one block from campus. ditioned. Utilities paid. Adults
Phone 7534425 or 753-5962.
only. Phone 753-7233.
S-5-C
Sept. 30-C
THREE-BEDROOM house furnNEW three - bedroom brick, ished. Newly redecorated. Two
built-in oven and range, one miles out. $125.00 per month.
and one-half baths, three miles Phone 753-6572.
S-5-C
from city with option to buy.
Call 753-7191.
5-3-C FURNISHED efficiency duplex
apartment,
air
conditioned,
ater furnished.
2-BEDROOM apartment for col- twin beds,
ITC
lege boys. Call 437-3515. S-3-C Phone 753-5051.

MR011611 THE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

SEPTEMBER 3. 1969

LOST A FOUND
LOST: Man's gold watch with
black face. Left at tennis court
City Park, Monday night Re
ward. Call 753-8377.
S-5-C
LOST: Small gold billfold con
taming papers and pictures
valuable to owner. Lost in
downtown Murray, Saturday afternoon, August 30th. $10.00
reward, no questions asked. Call
owner collect, Mrs. W. L. McGary 1-901452-0790 after 4:00
p.. m. or mail to home addrefs
950 North Graham, Meinphiti,
Tenn.
S-5-P

SERVICES OFFERED
POR SAU1
NOTIC.S
NOTICE
V/ ACRE FARM, 11 miles east
àf Murray near Liberty Church
NEW ROOF EASY-Apply Hywith 3-bedroom house, bath
Klas Flbrated Asphalt Alumiwith running water, partly finnum. Let us show you how easy
ished. Also a basement seperate
to apply, how it stops leaks and
with living quarters. Farm is
does the job for only 3 cents a
DUPLEX apartment for couTroy, Tennessee
fenced and running spring wasquare foot. Ask about the specNOTICE
ples only. Call 753-8067.
ter. Sale price $16,000 00.
ial
gallon
24
drum
price.
Hugh,
S
-6-C
ONE ACRE commercial lot with
es Paint Store, 401 Maple St.
REGISTER NOW fo r dance
antique frame building on Hwy
Oct.-3-C
FURNISHED
four
bedroom
68 across from the Holiday
house, 1% blocks from campus, classes. Lyndia Cochran Dance
FRIGIDAIRE electric, range
Yosemite National Park has
Restaurant in Aurora, Ky. Pricboys preferred. Phone 753-3895, Studio. Phone 753-4647.
Phone 1-901-932-3112
40". Good condition, $45.00.
Sept.-64 perpendicular cliffs that rise
ed to sell, 118,500.00.
-8-C
S
Charleston, Mo.
Phone 753-6160.
S-SC
as high as 1,612 feet.
TWO-BEDROOM
cottage
in
Phone 1-3144834141
HOUSE TRAILER, two bedroom, WANTED: 500 citizens who
* * *
Keneenna Shores, lot size 75'
FIRST QUALITY Spinet Piano.
want
to
send
dollar
one
to
vicpractically new, near college.
200'. Price $6600.00.
Powerful Tone, beautiful clastims
of
Hurricane
C-amille Send
Mobile Home Village, 753-3895.
A rare species of black mice
A sic style. Will transfer otegreatWE HAVE all types and sizes
to Calloway County Red Cross,
is
found
only in New Mexico's
S
-8-C
of building lots in SW of Murly reduced payments to person
Box 488, Murray, Ky.
S-3-C Valley of Fires State
residential with good credit
Park.
ray in the city school district, PROFESSIONAL
Inspeconly.
MOBILE
HOME
Village
on Baipainting. Brush, roll, spray. Refsewer and water, price $2000
tion arranged without obligaley Road, near College, utilities,
erences. Free estimates. Phone
to $4000.00.
tion. Write Home Office, Joplin
large spaces. Phone 753-3895.
7534486.
Sept
18
ALSO HAVE building lots in
Piano Co., Joplin, Mo.
S-3-P1
S-8-C
beautiful Panorama Shores, WILL DO SEWING or alteraTRAILERS. One ten ft. wide,
price ranging from $750.00 to tions in my home. Also second TWO ANGUS bulls, one a son
of Ankonian Peerless. Both top
two-bedroom, air conditioned,
$3000.00.
hand coats for sale. Phone 753knc•tch breeders. Would conautomatic washer, private lot.
FOR RENT: nice 2-bedroom =00.
SC sider trading for cows either
Rent $75.00 per month. One 8
home completely furnished,
Hereford or Angus. Darrell
foot by 50 foot, two bedroom,
electric heat and air condition WILL DO baby sitting in my
air conditioned. $53.00 per monS-5-C Shoemaker, phone 753-2246.
ing, double garage, $100.130 per home. Phone 753-4589.
S-3-C
th. Call 489-3623.
5-4-C
month at Panorama Shores.
Couples only
GRAIN DRILL Cultipacker and
FURNISHED 2-bedroom house
FOR ALL your Real Estate
Bush-Hog disc. Phone 753-4892.
with air conditioning and fireneeds call or see FREEMAN
Vinson Tractor 8c Imp. Co.
place. Located on a waterfront
AUCTION
SALA
JOHNSON, Southside Shopping
AUTOS POE SAL.
S-6-C
lot with beautiful view at PanoNo Jobs 4o Small or Large
Center, Murray, Ky. Phone 753AUCTION:
Saturday,
Sept.
6,
at
1956
FORD
two-ton truck with rama Shores. Couple preferred.
ELECTRIC POLES, 35 to 45 leet
to be Appreciated
2731.
S4C
Call 753-6779 ask for Sonny or
long. These are almost new 1:00 p. m., at the Johnnie Mc- grain bed. Phone 753-1977,
Free Estimates
after 5:30 p. m. call 753-4487.
BY OWNER. Three-bedroom
creosoted poles will be deliver- Callon place in Kirksey. Will
Contact:
1967 AUSTIN-MEALY
3,000
S-4-C
brick home with carport, large
ed for $12.50 each. Call Lynn sell old sewing machine, jugs,
stone
den and kitchen combination,
jars, wash kettle, bed- M.ark Ill. White convertible, BUILDING suitable for automoRobinson 489-3801 or 489-2341.
mint condition. Will consider
two ceramic tile baths. Central
S-5-C room suite, dinette suite. Lots any
bile business. Four electric
reasonable offer. Phone
of glass ware and dishes. Sevheat and air-conditioning. Posdoors,
air compressor, gas- heat,
CARPETS a fright Make them eral antique pieces. Lots more 753-4996.
S-5-C excellent
session immediately. 753-8025
lighting, good loca11:00
a.
beautiful
a
is.
sight
and
with
Blue
(Sr 753-2731.
things too numerous to mention.
SOC
S-5-C
500 e. In.
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer If rain sale will be the follow- GMC Pick-ups, new better tion. Phone 753-3018.
trucks, lower prices at Hatcher
BY OWNER - three-bedroom
$1. Big K.
S-6-C ing Saturday at same time.
Auto Sales, South 12th Street.
brick home, 31 ft. by 61 ft., on
S-4-P
HELP WANTED
ROLL-A-WAY bed. Call 753S-3-C LARGE LOT for trailer. No
large lot. All electric, centre/
children. Two miles out on May7154.
S-4-C
air and heat. Keeneland Sub- RE'TAIL SALES Personel, age
1962 FORD Galaxie 500, extra field Highway.
Phone 753-7807.
division. $23,000 00 Phone 753- 30-55, bogkkeeping experience 17 FT RUNABOUT with 80 hp.
clean, V-8, automatic transmisCARD OF THANKS
S-5-P
7525.
desired
not
but
necessary.
Ap- Johnson motor, with convertible $150.00 lost check has been sion. Call 436-2323.
Sept. 13-C
NEW LEG1014 COMMANDER -J. Milton Patrick of Skiatook,
S-4-C
ply, P. 0. Box 426, Murray.
top for boat and winter canvas found. Thanks for the coopeitsTWO-BEDROOM trailer 10' x
Okla., waves following his election as commander
Kentucky Lake
of the
1955
CHEVROLET
two-ton 50'. Air conditioned. Apply in
S-4-NC cover, trailer, Coast Guard ap- tion of everyohe.
American Legion at its convention in Atlanta, Ga. At
Leathery/sod Development
truck with 12- ft grain bed and person only
the
proved accessories and ski
at Dill's Electric
Gene Watson
right is outgoing Commander William r.-Doyli.
150 ACRES. Owners have other EVENIKti FREE??? No =pet%
hoist. Good condition. Phone after 4:00
equipment. Also 15 ft. Starcraft
p.
m.
S
-5-C
ITC 753-4767.
interest and will make very lib- lence needed to earn 25% com5-5-C
fishing boat with 25 hp. Johneral terms or contract agree- mission demonstrating toys. No
son motor. Must sell immedment. This project needs a Investment.
Car
necessary. iately.
Leaving town. Phone
pusher. A great chance to have Write Toy Ladies Party Plan;
753-6662.
S-5-C
your own lake Subdivision. 42- Johnstown, Pa. 15903.
lots already sold. Call or write,
H-S-4-P TV ANTENNA with rotor in PEANUTS
BOY,
qOU HAD ME TAKE Mk/ Li/NCH TO
T. Pritchett, 4109 Hillsboro
good shape. Call Pearl Kelso
ALL
OTHER KID5 WERE
I CAN'T 5TAND
Road, Nashville, Tenn. 37215
EVER
GOOF
753-3308.
CHOOL IN A LUNCH BOX ...DO
S-5-C
BROWN
-BAGGIN
G IT!! I
ALL THI5
(297-8548).
S4C
ME UP!
YOU KNOLL) WHAT HAPPENED?
FELT LIKE A FOOL !
GOOD USED Frigidaire refrigRESFUN5IBI
LITL(..
TWO-BEDROOM brick home,
erator. Phone 753-3974. S-5-C
air conditioned, electric heat,
Our Manufacturing plant,
STOCK RACKS, like new for
tomatic dish washer, large
ei-ton Chevrolet truck, short
located in Cadiz, 4., has
rport and utility room, sitbed. Also wanted to buy stock
several permanent openLing on extra large lot with
rack for %eon Chevrolet, big
city water. Located approxiings for production workbed. Phone 436-2154.
mately five miles from Murray
S-5-P
ers willing to work any
on Highway 121. Call 753-6662
shift.
WHITE electric Kenmore stove.
S-5-C
If interested, please con- Good condition. $35.00. Phone
'1-3
753-3574.
TWO-BEDROOM house and lot
tact the personnel office.
S-5-C
in Hazel. Phone 492-8543 before
Cadiz Spring Products
WHILE IT LASTS: 100% ny5:00 p. m.
S-5-C
Division
lon pile carpet $1.99 sq. yd.;
Hoover Ball and Bearing
indoor-outdoor $2.75 sq. yd;
NEAR SCHOOL, hospital, groCompany
Dupont 501, meets or exceeds
cery and church nice 2-bedroom
--- BUT YOU
SHE MAY BE
FHA $3.95 sq. yd.; heavy shag
Cadiz, Kentucky
rock house with garage attach$3.95 sq. yd.; hi-density rubber
THRO
BETT
GALL
UGH SAYINGed, large lot, shade and shrubER
An Equal Opportunity
YES, MY
back $3.95 sq. yd.; heavy polybery. Owner moved out of town,
Employer
S-5C
TO
GOOD-BYE
ABOU
T
BACK IN
AUNT FR ITZ I
ester jute back $3.95 sq. yd.;
will sacrifice for $12,500.
SOME FRIENDS
heavy cut pile $3.95 sq. yd. AlAN
5.8 ACRES with about 650 ft.
IS HERE
so runners, mill ends, Cut off
highway frontage, one acre
BY THEN
Waitresses,
day end remnants. Paschall Diswoods on main highway about WANTED:
count
shift, starting Sept. 15, Call
House, Hazel, Ky. 492five miles out, only $6,800.
TFC 9733.
ABOUT 70 acres on Kentucky 753-4470 or 753-4421.
1TP
Lake, hog fenced, 2 good springs
WANTED: Driver, full time. ANTIQUED china closet, roundand well, $8,000. Possession with
Apply in person, Radio Cab, ed glass, marble top. Walnut
deed.
101 South 6th.
S-9-C wash stand, walnut fainting
2% ACRES wooded building lot
couch See after 6:00 p. m. at
on Highway 94 near lake. Only WANTED: Baby sitter in my 1407
Johnson Blvd.
5-5-C
$2,200.
home 8:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m.
GALLOWAY INSURANCE & Monday through Friday. Must
-rE-Reel Estate Agency, Murray, have own transportation. For
et/SA .1/LLE:02
Ky. Phone 753-5842.
S-5-C more information call 753-7844. ELECTROLUX SALES & SerSC vice, Box 113 Murray, Ky., C.
IL Sanders. Phone 384-3175,
NSLF WANTED
HELP WANTED
Sept47-C
14Yniwills, Ky.
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NOT
ICE
There Will Be A Mixed

Land Clearing and
Excavation

Couples Meeting

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 4
AT 7:00 P.M.
All Interested Bowlers
Please Attend

Corvette Lanes

BLACK TOP PAVING'

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502
aet‘reen
I

Peanuts®

by Charles M. Schuh

pro crou

FACTORY WORK

9

Nancy

by Ernie Bushiniller
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19t
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GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.
UNION CITY PLANT
Applications for employment now being accepted.
If you are interested in regular work, with advancement
opportunities, job security, good working conditions,
coMpetive wages plus many other employee benefits,
Paid for by the Company, such as:
Hospital-surgical insurance for employee
and his family.
Life insurance for employee.
Nine paid Holidays each year.
Liberal vacation schedule.
Retirement and pension program.
Plus other benefits.
You may obtain an application by writing to Employment Manager, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., P.O.
Box 570, Union City, Tenn., 38261, or pick one up from
the Gatehouse at the factory entrance.

"AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER"
e6c

COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT
OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be received
by the Department of Highways, at its office, Frankfort,
Kentucky, until 10:00 A. M.
Eastern Daylight Time on the
12th day of September, 1969
at which time bids will be publicly opened and read for the
improvement of:
Calloway County, SP 111-48; The
A. B. Lassiter Road, from Ky
94, approximately 100 mile east
of E. C. L. of Murray to the
Squire Workman Road, a distance of 2.000 miles. Bituminous Concrete Surface Class I
Bid proposals for all projects
will be available until 12:00
NOON EASTERN DAYLIGHT
TIME on the day preceding the
bid opening at the Division of
Contract Procurement at a cost
of $2 each. Bid proposals are
issued only to prequalified contractors, except on projects upan which the prequalification
requirements have been waived. Remittance payable to the
State Treasurer of Kentucky
must accompany request for
proposals.
H-S-11-10-C
I WILL NOT be responsible for
any debts other than my own
after September 1, 1969. Thomas Daughty
S-4-P
WILL PERSON who found 600
x 16 tire and wheel Monday
between 4 and 7 o'clock please
call Bill Solomon 753-3316.
S-5-P

by R. Van Buren
*

AND AFTER MR. JASPER CROPPED
IN, HE TOOK OFF AGAiN, SLATS.
I'D GUESS HE HEADED FOR THE
OLD-TIMER'S PLACE To BUY
MORE ANTIQUE ROCKERS.'

I CAN JUST PEEL
THE TOUCH 0'JASPER'S
JAW AGAiNST MY
F/577!

Lil' Abner

by Al Capp
AWPA JEST
ITCH 114

-ro SNAP A SPINET%) BITE OFF A 1
NOSE.

THASS
TH' McGOON
AH

LOVES!!

I'VE SET TH'GREATEST
MATCH 0.'JOUR CAREER-

TM'WORLD'S DIRTIEST
VOISL1S TA'WORLD'S

CLEANEST PP

THE LEDGER

AGE TWELVE

Pentagon Differs With State
Dept. On Infiltration Rate

TIME, —

&

WEDNESDAY — SEPTEMBER 3. 1889

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

KITE •-• il&iari/A -ew thi7 -6tailm Less
DAYS A WEEK
1

OPEN till

AT...

s.

1

By NICHOLAS DANILOFF
and
DARELL GARWOOD
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
the
and
Department
State
Pentagon appeared to diff
today
just how much
on
significance to attach to the
declining infiltration rate of
North Vietnamese troops into
South Vietnam.
The State Department issued
a relatively optimistic statement - Wednesday that North
Vietnam apparently had decided to let the number of its
troops in South Vietnam decline
for the time being.
But several hours later the
Defense Department came out
With a much gloomier statethe
explaining
away
ment
decline and saying "the enemy
Is substantially replacing his
5
losses."
State Department spokesman
Robert J. McCloskey officially
called attention to the fact
North Vietnam is sending fewer
replacement troops into combat
than are being killed by the
Allies. He appealed to North
Vietnam to acknowledge the
situation and to negotiate the
wholesale withdrawal of nonSouth Vietnamese forces.
Consider Facts Significant
"We consider these facts
significant and have said so on
several occasions," McCloskey
said.
"However, what we seek is
mutual withdrawal of all nonSouth Vietnamese forces," McCloskey said. "While it could be
that this • ttrition
argued
process would eventually have
the same effect as withdrawal
of North Vietnamese forces, it
would be a slow and grim
process. We prefer to end the
conflict by negotiations— negotiations that would lead to
withdrawal of non-South Vietnamese forces."
The
Pentagon's statement
quoted Gen. Earle G. Wheeler,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, as saying July 20 that the
United States would "have to

Land
Transfers

another few months"
wait
before knowing what North
Vietnam is. up to.
Experts Supply Figures
U.S. experts acknowledged
intelligence estimates of the
movement of North Vietnamese
troops may be inaccurate. The
experts could not be specific
about the number of troops
moving south .per month. But
they did supply these figures:
A year ago, infiltration of
men proceeded at the rate of
about 10,000 to 11,000 a month.
Currently, North Vietnamese
and Viet Cong forces, by the
Allied count, are losing about
10,008 to 12,000 a month. Of
these casualties, about 70 per
cent are North Vietnamese
soldiers and 30 per cent are
Viet Cong.
This would indicate North
Vietnamese troops are infiltrating southward at a rate lower
than 1.600 to 3,000 a month.

ADULTS 75
NURSERY 2
SEPTEMBER 1, 1969
ADMISSIONS
Mrs, Sadie Carson, 508So.llth
St., Murray; Mrs. Evelyn George, Rte. 2, Cadiz; Ben K. Farris,
514 So. 8th St., Murray; Phillip
Tibbs, 817 No. 20th St., Murray;
Tommy B. Lavender, 505 Olive
St., Murray; Mrs. Zera Parks
Jones, Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs.
Wanda Faye Phillips and Baby
Boy, 505 So. 9th St., Murray;
Mrs. Dorothy M. McClure, 210
So. Ilth St., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Sadie Carson, 508 So.
llth St. , Murray; Mrs. Betty
Nance, Gen. Del., Hazel; George
Henry, 1125 So. Culberhouse Jonesboro, Ark.
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Affidavit of descent of J. B..
Miller, died June le, 1981, to
Mattye Killer of Hazel, Robert
MAYFIELD, Ky., Sept. 2 —
O. Miller of Murray, and James
P. Miller of Bowling Green.
Pryor Overby, 69, died at 8:X
Affidavit of descent of Mat- p.m. Monday at his home on
tye Parker Miller, died July Mayfield Rt. 6.
19, 1969, to Robert 0. Miller
He is survived by his wife,
and James Parker Miller.
Mrs. Vivian Overby; a son, RobRobert 0. Miller of Murray ert Charles Overby, Mayfield
and James Parker Miller of Rt. 1; two brothers, Leonard
Bowling Green to Hoyt McClure and Lawrence Overby, both of
egid Nancy McClure; lots in
Graves County; five sisters
gram of HazeL
Miss Neva Overby, Winter.
Affidavit of descent of Vera
haven, Fla., Miss Cora Overby,
13,
May
died
Hughes,
Maude
Mrs. Gar1969, to James F. Hughes of Miss Clara Overby,
West Boylston, Mass.. Vera M. land Bennett, all of Mayfield,
and Mrs. Leona Hamilton,
Brodeur of Birmingham,
Thomas J. Hughes of Pataskaia, Graves County.
Funeral services will be held
Ohio, Alton P. Hughes of Goodlettaville, Tenn., Herbert S. at 2 p.m. Wednesday at the
Hughes of Murray, Charlie A. Byrn Funeral Home Chapel,
Hughes of Royal Oak, Mich., with Fred Chumm and Alfred
Clara Ann Adams of Farming- Colley Jr. officiting. Burial will
ton, Lera Nell Alexander of be in the Highland Park CemeOtter Lake, Mich., and Odell tery.
H. Ivy of Mayfield.
Gene Steely to Walter Jones,
Jr., and Mary Ellen Jones; lot
in Canterbury Estates Subdivision.
Matte W. Moore to James
T. Windsor and Janie C. Windsor; property in Calloway County.
MAYFIELD, Ky., Sept. 2 —
Kirby D. Bucy and Grade Bu- Surgeons at Fuller-Morgan Hosto Harry C. Sloman and pital here today amputated the
Verna L. Slornan; lot in High- left hand of Wayne Riley, 28, of
land Oaks Subdivision.
Mayfield Rt. 4.
Affidavit of descent of T. W.
Riley's hand was mangled
Guthrie, died June 17, 1963, to iwhile he was on a hunting trip,
Mildred Guthrie, Herman Gu,when his shotgun accidentally
thrie, Rebecca G. Miller, ThoI fired.
mas Lee Guthrie, and Cathy
He reportedly dropped the
Lynn G. Wrye.
picked it up and attempted
gun,
Herman Guthrie and other
heirs to L. D. Cook and Sion- to brush the end of the barrel
davene Cook; one acre of land when the gun went off.
in Calloway County.
W. D. Shoemaker to Harold
Shoemaker; power of attorney.
Mexican
George E. E. Duboise and
TV
Color
Novella Duboise to Pearly D.
MEXICO CITY (UPI) McClure and Patricia Joyce McClure; lot in Fairgrounds Ad- Mexico was the fifth country i
the world to produce color tele
dition.
M. H. Johnston and Sybil vision sets, and the first Lati
Johnston of Jackson, Miss., to American nation with color tele
Ann Griffin; lot in Lakeway von broadcasting, according t
Shores.
Prudencio Lopez, president o
Donald W. Whisenlrunt and the Chamber of Manufacturers
Betsy Whisenhunt to J. Donald
Brock and Cecilia N. Brock; lot
in Bagwell Manor Subdivision. Music Man
Mrs. Fred (Euva) Hargis and
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI)
Gary Hargis of Brandon, Fla., Quincy Jones will compose th
to James D. Futrell and Nancy motion picture score for "Cactu
J. Futrell; property on High. Flower' which stars Walter Mat
way 121 and George E. Over- thau and Ingrid Bergman.
bey Road.
* * *
Lelon Morris to James William Crutcher and Shirley J. Composer To Produce
Crutcher; property in CalloHOLLYWOOD
way County.
James W. Crutcher and Shir- Composer Leonard Rosenma
ley J. Crutcher of Dallas. Tex- will turn producer and make I
as. to William N. Crutcher and major film musical based o
Mary E. Crutcher; property in Lew is Carroll's classic "Alic
Calloway County.
in P. on derian d.

Mayfield Hunter
Loses Left Hand
In Gun Accident
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More Add. Purchase
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Void After Sept. 9th.
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G
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50 TREASURE CHEST 50
STAMPS
With This Coupon And $3.00
Or More Purchase Fortm
Our Drug Rack.
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.

50 TREASURE CHEST 50
STAMPS
With This Coupon And The
Purchase Of 3 Lbs. GROUND
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Void After Sept. 9th
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,
39c
i
12 Oz. Can

50 TREASURE CHEST 50
STAMPS
With This Coupon And
S5.00 Or More Purchase.
Ciggs. & Tobb. Exc. •
Void After Sept. 9th
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